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Young Wild West's Surprise
OR, THE INDIAN CHIEF'S LEGACY
BY AN OLD SCOUT

would be a good puff in the paper when it came
out Saturday, so there was sure to be a large
crowd at the dance in addition to the regular
A group of. five young men, whosa ages ranged
from eighteen to thirty, stood watching a number residents of Weston.
Wild never did anything by halves and he
of carpenters who were at work putting up a big
made up his. mind that ther_e was gohig to be
platform at the foot of a perpendicular cliff,
.rabout a mile from the central part of the hustling more people m Weston the mght the dance took
little mining town of Wes ton. They were appar- place than the1·e had ever been before. Jack
ently much interested, and they chatted and Robedee, who had fallen in love with a widow
over in Devil Greek, was perfectly willing to go
nodded approvingly as the work continued.
The handsome young fellow with the wealth of over to that place and advertise the dance for
chestnut hair, in the center of the group is Young all he was worth.
"Have you decided what night to have ther
Wild West, who had been nicknamed the "Prince
of the Saddle" because no one in all the great shindig?" asked Robedee of Wild.
"Well, I should think these fellows would have
,vest had ever been able to ride and master a
horse as well as he could. In addition to this, the pl~tform done by to-morrow night, so we can
Young Wild West was an all-around athlete, ha:7e 1t take place next Wednesday. To-day is
being most cool in the time of danger, as daring Fnday, and we want a little time to get things
as any hero who ever bestrode a horse or hand]l'd ready," was tht 'reply.
. "Tha~'s rig~t," nodde_d Jim Dart. "Wednesday
a shooting-iron, and just reckless to make himself
admired by every one who knew him, even his mght will be Just the time to have it."
"I am glad it is decided," spoke up Cheyenne
greatest enemies. His costume was rather picturesque, as was that of his companions. Young Charlie, as he twisted his handsome mustache
ild West was rigged out in fancy riding boots, in a dandified manner.
"Why?" asked Walter Jenkins.
buckskin knee breeches trimmed with scarlet
"Oh! I'll have time to practice a little, you
fringe, yellow silk shirt and white sombrero. His
belt and holsters were mounted with silver, and know. I ain't had a good dance since I was in
the pa1r of shooters and hunting-knife he carried Texas last summer at a fandango. I could sling
as light a foot as any of them, but I s'pose I'm
were of the latest pattern of the time.
all out of practice now."
There was one young man in the group who
"Well, I don't believe much in dancing, but I
was attired in what might be termed semi-Westsuppose I will take a hand Wednesday night with
ern style. This was Walter Jenkins, the superinthe rest of you."
tendent of the Wild West Mining and Improve''Of course you will," spoke up Young Wild
ment Company. Though he liked the country and
people he had come to live with ve,:y much, and , WE:st. "We will have a square set of our ownwas anything but a coward, he did not hunt up you and your wife, Charlie and ·his wife, Jim and
danger, as he declared his employers sometimes his girl, and myself and Arietta. I am no dancer
myself, nor do I ever expect to be; but on this
did.
occasion I mean to do my best."
The other three were ,Jim Dart, the sec1·etary
"I won't have a chance to get in th·a t set,
of the company; Cheyenne Charlie, the scout, and
Jack Robedee, who had also been a scout in the then?" spoke up Jack.
"No; not that one," laughed Wild. "We'll get
employment of the government. But it is more
than likely that the reader has become tho1·oughly up another one for the benefit of you and your
~cquainted with the five before this, so no further widow over at the Creek."
This caused .a laugh from all hands, and Robettescription of them will be necessary. The Wild
West Mining and Improvement Company had ~e- dee turned a deep crimson. He had always been
cided to give an open air dance on their extensive termed a "woman-hater," but had at last lost
piece of property, and that was why the platform his he~rt to a widow.
"When does the wedding take place, anywa:r,
was being built. Wild had been over to Spondulicks the day before and saw to it that there J ack?" aueried Wild,
CHAPTER 1.-The Mail Coach Is Held Up.
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does yours take place?"
ag'in. I'm putty sure there was twelve hundre~f' .
"That's answering my question; but I will dollars in money in it, 'cause I heard ther feller
know
don't
I
that
ti·uthfully
answer you by saying
what's buildin' ther printin' office say that he
when I will be ma rried."
expected that amount in a letter any day now."
then."
,
her
eit
"Well, I don't,
"Too bad!" said some one else. and then all
Jack spoke a s though he was somewhat nettled, hands united in swearing vengea nce on the gang
more.
the
laughed
and his four friends only
who ha d committed the crime.
"It is time the mail coach got here, I should
"~ell, boys," ~aid Wild, "the best thing we can
conversathe
think," obse'i-ved Jenkins, cHanging
do 1s to star t right out and see if we can't run
I'll
guess
I
so
letter,
tion. "I am expecting a
the hounds to cover. It may be tha t they have
walk down to the post-office."
got l;l hangout somewhere up on the mountain,
two
the
so
Wild,
"I'll go down wi th you," said
:;nd 1t may be that we could find it. I am going
left th'e scene of the platform building and walked Just as soon as I can get my horse."
town.
toward the heart of the
That was quite enough. A score or ·more of the
As they crossed the trail that led over the men started for their horses. Young Wild West
looked
and
mountain to Spondulicks, they halted
hurried back to his headquarters, and telling
to see if the stage-coach was !l.nywhere in sight. Cheyenne Charlie and Jack Robedee what was in
"There she comes!" exclaimed Wild, pointing the wind, made for the stable. Spitfire, the beauto a cloud of· dust in the distance. "The driver tiful sorrel, was saddled and bridled in short
is behind time, and he is trying to make it up, order,. an~ when Wild rode oyer to the trail,
.
I guess."
Charlie, Jim and Jack were right behind him.
"That is it, most likely," nodded Jenkins. "We They were in time tn overtake about twenty of
will wait here till she comes in."
tbe miners who had set out to be revenged upou
Half a minute later both could see hurrying the white renegades and Indians for holding up
outfit pretty plainly. Suddenly Wild noticed the stage-coach and robbing the ma· bags.
that there were only three horses to the vehicle.
"Young Wild West will lead ther way!" cried
"Something is v,i'rong!" he exclaimed. "One of a brawny miner. "He's ther only one as kin
lead us to victory!"
the leaders is ~one."
This was answered by a cheer from all hands,•
~is companion nodded, and then shrugged his
shouldE:rs significantly. It occurred to him that and then the posse of horsemen rode up the trail,
there had been a hold-up. Young Wild West sending up clouds of dust.
It was shortly before noon, but not one of the
thought the same thing, but said nothing just
. then. Meantime the stage-coach was rapidly near~ ·determined men thought about waiting to get dining them. The driver, who was handling the .ner; they thought only of what they considered
· reins with but one hand, drew up when he saw their duty, which was t o rid the earth of the villains they hoped to find.
the two waiting for him.
Wild knew perfectly well that the outlaws
"What is the matter?" called out Wild.
"A hold-up!" was the reply. "Two passengers would not be apt to be found on the trail, but he
had an idea that they might have a secret headshot an' ther mail gone!"
"The dickens you say!" and Wl1d jumped into quarters not very far from it. There were so
the vehicle, followed by hi s com11anion, and rode many caves and places that were just suitable for
on over to the post-office. Thef'e had been but secret hangouts that it was more than probable
two passengers to start from Spondulicks, and that it would be years before the mountains would
one of them was dead and the other pretty badly be given up by such bands of lawless men.
True.._ Young Wild West had wiped out more
wounded. The latter cur friends learned as soon
as they got into the stage-coach. The driver had than one gang since Weston became a town, but
been shot in the left ar m, and when he brought there were new ones forming all the time, and·
it was necessary to be on the lookout all the while
tr.c horses to a standstill in the little square, a
crowd immediately gathered about him. It was for danger. This new gang that had just. operated so successfully on the mail coach, was a surthe first time there had been a stage-coach robb<.>ry in that section in over a month, and they prise to the good citizens of Weston, but they
were just as anxious to wipe it out as they have
were anxious to learn how it happened.
"Whites or reds?" queried Wild, after he had been for any that had preceded it. About two
turned the wounded passenger over to the only miles up the trail the way was pretty level for
a long distance. The trail, which was now bedoctor the town boasted of.
"Both," replied the man. "It happened :!'ight ginning to be quite a road, wound around the side
over where Rob Runner's gang got wiped out that of the mountains, and finally brought up into
• Spondulicks, fifteen miles from Weston.
time."
About half-way between these two towns the
The young prince of the saddle was very much
trail switched off and ran on till it came to the
interested.
"Ever seen any of the ·whites before?" he asked. open prairie beyond the foothills. This was the
"Nope! Strangers, every one of 'em. Ther quarter where most of the rough element came.
reds was Sioux, I guess, though I didn't have True, there were any number of bad men and
much time to look at 'em. We put up a stiff fight, desperadoes who came by the way of Spondulicks,
but . got ther worst of it. There was more'n a but they were mostly professional in their way,
and could be more easily managed than the vildozen of 'em."
"Boys," .said Young Wild West, turning to the lainous renegades who had oeen driven from theil'
crowd of men, which now numbered easily thirty regular haunts, and rode over the prairie until
or forty, "we have got to wipe this gang out!" · by design or accident they struck the trail that
"That's right!" cried old Sam Murdock, the led into Wes ton. Our friends soon reached the
postmaster. "We can't tolerate this kind of busi- place where the hold-up took place. The carcass
11ess here in Weston. Here ther mail is gone of a horse lay on the side of the road, but that.
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was all there was to show that there had been a
fight. If any of the attackb1g party had been
killed the bodies had been carried off. Wild dismounted, and made an examination of the g1·ound.
It :aras quite sandy in one place, and he soon noticed footprints made by moccasined fHt and
heavy cavalry boots. That was all he collld discern, so he concluded that there had not been
more than two of the scoundrels who had dismounted-a white man and an Indian. There
were plenty of hoofprints, but they did not signify
anything. T.he robbing was done by a red and
a paleface, boys," said Wild. "The shooting was
done from horseback, and then two men got off
and took charge of the spoils. That makes it
look as though. the whites and reds had not quite
come tc an understandin g yet, otherwise there
would not have been one of each to take charge
of the booty. This makes it appear to me that
the gang is a newly organized one. This is probably their first start in business. Now, then,
the thing is to find where they are."
The daring young fellow had scarcely uttered
the words, when a rifle cracked from a point off
to the right, and a bullet whizzed past his head.
"Ah!" he- exclaimed. "They are closer by than
we expected. Charlie, did you see where that
puff of smoke came from? There is someone
~:re who wants my scalp, I guess."
:.wild had -himself seen the smoke curling upward from a point about two hundred yards distant, and when Cheyenne Charlie pointed out the
exact spot he was sure he had made no mistake.
"Just hold my horse, one of you, and wait here
till I come back, unless I shoot, when you will
know I am in trouble, or have laid one of the
scoundrels low. I'm going to try and creep around
and get a look at the place where that shot came
from. Y.ou had better get behind that bend in the
road over there a trifle, or one of you might get
winged. There is no telling what kind of shots
there are in the mixed gang."
There was not a man among them who raised a
bit of objection to what Wild said. They had the
utmost co-p.fidence in him, and though his partners
'!'ould very_much_ have lik6?, to go with ~im on his
litt# scouting tnp, they did not ask him. They
wer~ quite sure that he would have selected one
or more of them if he had thought it wise to do so.
Wild drew back behind the bend with the men,
and then he got upon his hands and knees and
crawled close to the almost perpendicula r wall of
rock on the left. This was the side that the shot came from, so there was no danger of his movements being perceived.
He worked his way down the trail for perhaps
two hundred feet, when he came to a place where
he could clamber upward by a circuitous way to
somewhere close to the point where the shot came
from. No one knew his business better than
Young Wild West did, and he .moved as silently
as a panther stealing upon its prey.
He well knew that if the outlaws who hadrobbed the mail co·a ch were reany· up where the
shot had been fired from, they would be watching the men who were gathered in a bunch around
the bend. They would hardly be expecting a
vi
from ~~e alone. Though our hero did not
exactly intend to pay them a visit, he did mean
to get close enough to see just how they were
located. That is, of course, if there was any
more than one there.

s

Only one shot had been fired, and that might
mean that there was only one there. Nearer and
nearer Wild got to the point. He was proceeding with the utmost caution, now, for he did not
. know at what moment he might come upon some
one. There was a narrow ledge in front of him,
which ran in an angle around the face of a
precipice, and he felt that if he could manage
to \et across this he would be able to see something.
CHAPTER II ...f...The Duel on the Mountain-Sid e.
·As Young Wild West started to creep along
the narrow ledge a presentiment of danger suddenly came upon him. As he reached the angle
where the turn must be made he paused for an
instant and listened. Then he gave a start of
surprise, for the labored breathing of a human
being within a few feet of· him came to his
ears.
Revolver in hand, he crouched on the ledge
that overhung the deep abyss, and waited for
what was to come. But not the least tinge of
fear shot through the boy's frame. He was
simply anxious, and as cool as though he were
. but waiting for the appearance of a friend who
was to meet him there. The breathing denoted
that whoever it might be was crawling along the
ledge from · th.? opposite direction. That meant
that a meeting of the two was inevitable.
There was no other place where a person could
be and his breathing heard. In less than two
seconds, though it seemed a great deal longer
to Wild, a tuft of feathers suddenly showed
within three feet of his face. He raised his
revolver to fire, but before he could pull the
trigger the tuft was thrown back and the ugiy
face of a Sioux chief peered from behind the
angle of rock.
"Ah!" exclaimed Young 1 Wild West, a tinge
of triumph in his voice. "Gray Elk, I am glad
to meet you! I heard that you were dead, but
it !:'eems that it was a false report." "Ugh!" grunted the Indian. "Paleface boy
make heap big talk. He no want to see Gray
Elk!"
"Oh, yes, he does, chief. You know that I
owe you an old grudge, don't you? You have
sworn a dozen times to wear my scalp in your
belt; you have had me tied to a tree and enjoyed
yourself throwing knives and tomahaw.ks at me;
you have light<!d the fire to burn me at the
stake, but here I am yet. Now, Gray Elk, one
of us has got to die! One of us will go tumbling
to the sharp rocks a thousand feet below, and
the carrion birds will feast upon the decaying
flesh. Which of us is it to be, Gray Elk?'
The face of an Indian is generally almost devoid of expression, but at that moment Wild was
certain that he saw just a shade of fear cross
the swarthy countenance that was so near him.
He held the life of Gray. Elk right in his hand,
but he hesitated about sending him to the happy
hunting grounds of his fathers. The boy could
not see what sort of a weapon the redskin had,
as only his head showed around the corner of
rock.
"The paleface has spoke.n," said the chief, in
his peculiar sing-song way. "He speaks the truth
when he says that one of us must die. The eye

-
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af the paleface boy is as · true as the eagle's
and he knows who it will be that will go to the
lappy hunting grounds. He knows that Gray
~lk has no chance. Let him shoot!"
Then in a low, humming voice that was weird
nd unnatural he began chanting his death song.
Young Wild West hesitated. There was not a
irop of cowal,'dly blood in his body, and he could
J1ot1 send the Indian t:> eternity without a show
to defend himself. Gray Elk was one of the
worst of all the allies that Sitting Bull ever had,
and the terrible crimes laid at his door were
:many; but Young Wild West realized at that moment that he was human. And he could not
murder him, though he well knew it would not
le called such.
All he had to do was to press the ti-igger of the
leavy Colt's six-shooter he held in his hand, and
Gray Elk would ·utter a cry and go whirling
iownward to the bottom of the abyss. If ever a
mortal thought his time had come it was certainly the Sioux Chief. He had raised his eyes
toward the sky, and was chanting the death
aong as though he was afraid he would not get
enough of it in before the end came, when sud<ienlv Wild spoke.
"Gray Elk, I am going to give you a chance
for your life," he said. "Come on around. We
will go back to an open spot a few yards from
ere, and fight it out."
Instantly the death song ceased. Something
llike gratitude shone from the red man's eyes
for just an instant, and then with a nod, he exclaimed:
"Ugh!"
That meant as much as though he was satist:ed and thankful at the same time. Wild began
crawling back and the chief followed him with11ut the least hesitation. When the boy reached
the solid ground he got up on his feet.
"Gray Elk," said he, "I know you can tell
1he truth when you want to. Now, tell me this,
·
Are you here alone?"
"Yes! Others gone, one, two miles; me come
lack, for Gray Elk feel that paleface boy would
ttome to shoot men who take what belong to the
Great Father at Washington."
The 1·edskin referred to the mail as belonging
to the President of the United States. All In,iians called the President the ·Great Father.
"So you thought I would come?"
"Yes; and when Gray Elk see you be shoot,
lut it was too far for his bullet. Then he wait
:for you to come to him."
"And I came. Well, Gray Elk, I must say
that you are a pretty good judge of my nature.
There is one thing I want to tell you, however,
and that is, that if I had shot at you from the
!DJile distance as you did me, I would have killed
,.iu. My aim is true, Gray Elk."
"The paleface bo7 talks true; Young Wild West
.
111 heap big brave.'
· "Thanks, chie.f. That is indeed a great compli-.
lJlent. Now, then, how do you want to fight?"
There was so much coolness about Wild that
tile redskin was forced to look at him adml.ringly.
"The paleface boy shall say which way we
light," he answered. "He will say the pistol, for
lie never misses with that."
"Suppose I say we shall fight with hunting:bives, will that suit you 1"

"Ugh! Young Wild West has spoken. We will
fight with knives."
"Come on, then, chief. Lay down your firearms. Here is a good place."
Gray Elk obeyed to the letter, and two minu~
later the two stood facing each other· with no
other weapons than keen-edged hunting-knives.
Wild knew that the redskin could use this sort
of a weapon a great deal better than he could
a revolver,. so he gave him a chance. But neveronce did he think that Gray Elk would get the
best of the struggle.
Wild knew what he could do; and he relied
upon himself to do it. Compared to the bigframeq Indian he was but a stripling, but he
was by far the most active. Gray Elk was
getting along in years; he had seen his bes
days at band-to-hand fighting, but still there w
a whole lot in him yet.
"Are you ready, chief?"
"Ugh!"
Then the two blades flashed in the bright sun
light, and the duel on the mountain-side was on
Clash! Clash! The knives came together, send
ing out sparks of fire. It was to be a fight t
the death, for both were terribly in earne
Back and forward, and from the right to th
left they sprang with nimble feet, the labor
breathing of the Indian chief, the clashing q;
the blades of steel and the sliding of their fe..,
mingling into a confused sound.
Wild was perfectly at his ease. He knew that
barring the unexpected, he would soon be abl
to give the red man his death blow. And Gra
Elk realized that if he was going to win h
must do it quickly. He suddenly changed hi
tactics, and began forcing the fight, cutting righ
and left at his nimble antagonist. Wild deftl
dodged every blow, and then when the openin
came he struck the blow that was to end the
fight. It did end it, but not in the way h
expected it to.
The Indian must have divined what that blo
meant, for he made a desperate motion to war
it off, and Young Wild West's blade struck hi
on the fingers that clutched the hilt of his knife,
and with a clang the weapon dropped to tb
With the blood spurting from hi
ground.
wounded fingers, Gray Elk took a backward ste
and threw out his breast to receive the deat
blow. But instead of delivering it, Wild thrus
his knife into his belt.
"Go on, Gray Elk!" he said, in a voice tha
was full of meaning. "If there is any good i
your heart, remember that Young Wild West, th
paleface boy, has given you your life. Don't eve
let me see you again !"
The chief looked amazed, as much as an In
dian could, and then without a word, turned an
picked up his trappings and started around th
ledge. Wild watched him till he was out o
sight, and then he started back to the trai
where he had left his companions. He foun
them waiting for him, rathe~ anxiously, too, fo
they were not sure that he had not run in
an ambush.
"Did you- learn anything?" asked Cheyenne
iv
Charlie.
"Yes; the mixed gang of outlaws is locate
a
somewhere within a mile or two of where we
now.''
"How did you learn this?" Jim Dart asked.
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· "Old Gray Elk, the Sioux chief, told me."
manner as Jim, Charlie and Jack looked at hi1'1
expectantly.
"What!"
· 'That is right. He is .not dead, after all. It
"We have been here before," he said calmly.
"We will play the same game we did when · -_
was he who fired the--shct from ov-er there. I
had quite a tall< with him, but knew there was put Rob Runner and his gang off the earth."
no use asking him a whole lot of questions."
"That means that some of us will drop in tm;
"Well, we didn't hear you shoot, so you ~ust , .cave from the split in the ridge, an' the rest.
have fixed him with your sticker," observed Jack stay out here an' fix 'em as fast as they conm
Robedee, as he moved over to see if there was out?" Cheyenne Charlie said questioningly.
"Yes; ~ half-pound of powder will start thellll,,
il,nY blood on Wild's shirt.
There was some there, and he gave a nod I guess. Who's got it?"
of approval.
No one had a can, but one of the miners had!
"Oh! I didn't kill the old redskin," said Wild. a horn that contained that much of the explo"I could have done it easily, but I gave him a sive, so Wild promptly began making a fuse.
chance for his life. Somehow I didn't feel in
the humor to kill a human being without giving
him a show for his life. I gave him the show,
and when the time came for me to give him the
CHAPTER III.-The Capture and Escape of
finish he threw · up his hand and caught it on
Hickory 'Hipe.
the fingers. He dropped his knife, and I told
him -to go on."
· When the improvised bomb was made, Wild!
"Well, you are what I call a wonder!" exclaimed Cheyenne Charlie. "Why, he is the turned to · Jim and Charlie, and said:
"You two will go with me; the others willi
worst enemy you have got among the Sioux
ride back about a hundred feet and · dismount.,
gang!"
"He will . lay for you an' plug you ther first and when they hear the powder explode run up,
the trail and make the red and white renegadelll
c1ll,uce he gits," added Robedee.
· ''Well, I told him never to let me see him either fight or surrender. Is that unde1·stood,.
again, and if he does let me see him I shall cer- boys?"
"Yes, yes!" was the reply.
.
tainly draw a bead on him. Come! Let us now
"Very well. We will chase them out, so look
hunt for the outlaw gang."
.
His knowledge of the vicinity made Young out you .don't fire on us, when we come out cL.
Wild West have a pretty good idea· of where the front of the cave." ·
"We will be in ther watch," answered Jack
the gang might be located. There were plenty
of good hiding places on the mountain, as has Robedee.
•
been said, but he felt quite sure· that they would
Wild ~nd his two companions now started u t,
not locate very far from the train. It was the rocky ascent to get upon the ridge that rQ
there where they meant to do business, and if over the top of the cave. They · had all bea.
they expected to · keep posted on what was pass- there before, so they knew just how to get there.
ing to and fro they must not be too far, away. The young deadshot was soon at the place whem
The cave of the famous outlaw, Rob Runner he had seen the man's head when he rode up the
and his gang had occupied had been pretty well trail at the head of the men., But there was
demolished by explosion of gun-powder, but it no sign of a human -b eing there now.
A big portion of the top . of the cave haf.
w d still make an admirable retreat for such
a illainous gang. And if they were quite likely tumbled in from the effects of a former explc,-.
that they would take to that place as well ;ts sion, "but there was still ample room for a scoNJ
any other. That is the w y Wild figured it to or more of men and their horses to stay im.
Leaning over the break in the top of the ridge;
himself.
"I think we had better let our horses go along of rock, our three friends listened. They coull
at a walk:," he said. "We don't want to let hear the pawing of horses' hoofs and the noise
them know we a1·e coming, if _they should be made by the animals as they munched the hay
happen to be located at the old place."
their owners had, provided for them. Wild no<l-"That's right!" cried one of the miners. ded significantly.
"Young Wild West knows what's what."
"I don't want to kill any one with the exTh-i s WM the general opinion of all hands, so plosicn," said he. "Nor do I want to · hurt theil;
with the handsome young rider in the lead the horses. We will just touch it off so it will!
band of determined avengers rode along the force them to run out, and at the same tine
trail. It was just about a mile from the place fill the cave with a thick smoke."
where the meeting with Gray' Elk occurred that
"Oh! It won't hurt if it kills a couple of thet"
the cave of Rob Runner was located. When rascals," ret<>rted Cheyenne Charlie.
"They
near the spot Wild's keen eye suddenly detected don't mind killin' any one in cold blood, so I
the head of a man peering from behind a jag- don't kno:w why they shouldn't be treated the!!'
ged rock at the top of the little bluff over the same."
·
cave.
"Never mind, now; I'll do the touching off.
"Halt!" he said, in a low tone, but loud enough . Let us find a good place t') slide down when tl-.e
f
them all to hear. "Our game is in that powder goes off. We must fire fast and make
cave. I caught a glimpse of one of them jul?t them think tbat a dozen of us have attacked'
now."
them from the rear."
No one else had seen the man's head, but they
They crept along in a cautious manner arnll
did not for an instant doubt Wild. He had. a soon found -a place that would suit their pu:isway of seeing and doing things that they could pose. Just as Young Wild West had lighted ti.
not. Young Wild West smiled in a ~tisfied fuse attached to the powder horn he detectei
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"Never mind telling us that," retorted Young
the . form of a man sneaking, across the space
.
'
_Wild _W est, in his easy-going way. "We have got
below them.
He had ,b een almost directly beneath them all you, Jw,:t as we always get men of your sta,.ntp.
the time, and had evidently heard what they were You are not the first to fall into our hands, and I
talking about. Instantly three revolvers were hardly think you will be the last. We have plenty
leveled at him, and a hoarse whisper from Wild of good, strong .rope down in Weston, and there is
told him to come back. Instead of obeying, the a piece waiting there for you. You say you hail
outlaw got upon his f eet and started to run to the from Texas, and if that is so, I rather think you
.
are wi&hing now that y9u stayed there, for you
forwa,rd part of the cave.
"Don't fire!" exclaimed Wild, and then he let arP going to dance on nothing before the sun sets
this day."
the powdE>x horn go at the man.
"I ain't worrying over it," was the sullen retort.
It struck him full in the back, and bounding
back, fell upon the ground in the cave's center. "I ain't given up yet, either. I've 1been in just
The next instant it exploded with a loud noise, as tight p·laces as this an' got out of 'em."
"The next tight place you get into will be a rope
causing the rocky ground to dislodge from under
them imd send our three friends sliding to the necktie," observed Jim Dart. "Come on, boyst
cave below. They had intended to come down, but Let's get their horses out of the cave, the smoke
has..gone pretty well, now."
not in this way.
Half a dozen of the men went in and led out
"Now, the:1, op::,n. fire!" cried Young Wild West.
"We can't see our game, so we must shoot on a the horses. Not one of them had been injured by
the explosion, though they were all more or less
line with out hr-easts. Now!"
Their -shooters. began to crack away right mer- excited. The captured villains were forced to
rily, while the cave rang w~th hoarse yells and mount, and then they were tied to the animals
cries of fright. The explos10n had not ~armed and . the ride back to Weston began. The miners
,one of the villains, nor were the shots of Wild and were elated at having brought the outlaws to jushis two friends touching them at all. But they tice so quickly. All there was left to do now was
did not want to get touched by the bullets, so t!}ey to hang the scroundrels and bury them. But they
di.cl just what the men of Weston wanted them to were not destined to hang all just then, for when
do. · They made for the open air. No man likes but half a mile from the outskirts 9f Weston,
to put up a fight where he cannot see 4is oppo- Hickory Hipe, the leader of the captured gang,
nent, so it wns only natural . that, taken by sur- uttered a yell to his horse, and before a hand
prise as they were, the villains wanted to get out could be raised to· stay him, the animal broke
where thev could see what they were doing. Out away from the man who held the bridle-rein, and
they rushed into the open, only to find themselves dashec! madly up a narrow gorge to the left.
"Ha, ha, ha I" laughed the men in unison. __.
confronted by a crowd of determined men with
leveled revolvers. Three or four of the band put · They knew that it was what was called a blind
up a fight, ·b ut bit the dust in short order: for their gorge the scoundrel had ridden into, and that bepains. When ·wnd and his two compamons came fore he went half a mile he would fetch up against
.
groping out of the cave the outlaws had surren- a perpendicular wall of rock.
"A couple of you go in after him," said Young
dered, and they were rapidly being made prisoners.
The:.:-c were less than a dozen of them now that Wild West. "We will ride on into town."
three or four had gone under, and six of them
The two first to turn their horses were the ones
were Indians. Wild quickly looked them over. He permitted to go, and then the rest rode on down
expected to :::ee Gray Elk among them, but he was the mountain-side. Wild allowed the older ones iJ1
not there. The leader of the gang was a reckless the party to take charge of the prisoners. He
fe1low, who went by the name of Hickory. Hi_Pe. knew what would happen to them as soon as they
This our friends quickly found out by quest1onmg were taken before the judge. Wild, Jim and Jack
one of the most badly scared of the gang at thf reached the house they occupied just in time to see
point of a revclver. They also learn~d that the a little fun. About a week before they had given
mail taken from the stage-coach was m the cave employment to a young colored fellow, who had
unharmed, ~aye that which the money had been reached Weston in a state of bankruptcy. His
taken from, and a couple of the miners went in duties were to take care of the horses and attend
and got it.
to all other outside work. His name was Ike, and
"Hickory Hipe has got all. the money," said he had one of the greatest appetites ever known.
the man. "He hadn't divided it yet. Half was to Ike had a way of sneaking into the kitchen when
go to Gray Elk an' his reds, an' the rest was to Wing Wah, th-e Chinese cook, was not looking, and
helping himself to various eatables. The Chini,.·
be ours."
man was boss of the kitchen, and the darky was
"'Where ii; Gray Elk?'' questioned Wild.
"He ain't been with us since the hold-up," was iboss of the outside work, so when Ike got to helping himself, Wing Wah got mad. He had told
the reply,
"The old fellow hasn't got back, then," thought Wilq about it several times, but he only laughed
the boy. "Well, it is a good thing for him that he and told the cook to fire him out the next time he
has not, for he would swing along with the rest." caught him there. And just as they got to the
The leader of the band was soon relieved of the house, very hungry from what they had passed
plunder, and fierce were the expressions he show- through up on the mountain, the cook had caught
the darky stealing some of the fancy stuff he. had
·
ered upon them.
"You've got me!" he cried. "But yer wouldn't made up to please his masters. Wing Wah was
have done it if I hadn't had a gang of snivelin' going to do just as Wild told him; that is, if he
idiots with me. I come from Texas, where they could. He had caught Ike red-handed, and he got
raise men what don't know what fea.r is. This a grip upon the collar of his shirt before the
lot of men I had with me ain't worth powder to darky knew what struck him.
"Gettee out, you blackee tiefl" Wing Wah waa
blo-w-. 'em to ther old boy!"
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screaming when our friends came in, so they
.
paused and listened.
"Leggo, dar!" cried Ike. "I ain't no thief. Leg, dar!"
"Misler Wild say Wing Wah fire you outee
·
when he catchee you. Outee you go!"
. Wild and the 0ther two crept up to the doorway
and saw the Chinaman pull the coon over backward, and start on a gallop for the back door,
which was open. They broke into a hearty laugh
when they saw Ike hauled outside and dumped in
:i confused heap 0n the ground. But the cook was
' pretty mad, and he began to kick the man-of-allwork with his w0oden shoes. This had the effect
of making the darky get upon his feet a great
deal quicker; and the next instant the two belligerents were at it hammer and tongs.
"Wow-wow-wow !" screamed the Chinaman, as
the darky landed a couple of good ones on his face.
"Lookout, d~r ! Stop youse scratch in'!" yelled
Ike, when he got a good dig across the nose.
In less than ten seconds they clinched, and then
they went down, the Chinaman landing on top. He
took off one of his wooden shoes and began beating Ike over the head with it, when Wild stepped
up and interfered.
"That will do, Wing," he said. "Never hit a
Jl_lan when he is down. Ike, you just keep out of
'the kitchen hereafter till you are called in to get
your meals. If the cook has given you a licking,
it serves you right."
"He no lick, Marsa Wild. He done pound me on
de head wif him wooden shoe. Dat no way to
fight. Down in ole Kaintucky we fight wif our
bar han's."
As the darky said this he pul!ed himself together and looked a s tJi.o\lgh he would like to have
another chance at the cook. Wing Wah was ready
for him, and he even took a step toward him.
"Stop!" called out Wild, affecting a voice of
anger. "Now, if I catch you saying cross words
to each other again I'm going to make you fight
it out with pistols. Do-you understand that?"
Both said very meekly that they did, and then
~r three friend s went into the house to get the
Jlieal they had waited so long for. They we1·e
really hungry, and as their cook was an exceptionally good one, they had no cause to complain
about the food set before them.
"There is bound to be some fun before Wing
Wah and Ike settle the difference that has come
between them," said Jim. "If you meant it when
you said that you would make them fight it out
with pistols if they wer e caught quarreling again,
I'll bet a Mexican cheroot tha t the fight will take
place before sunset."
"I certainly meant it," replied Wild. '·But, of
course, I mean to see t o it that there. are no bullets in the revolvers when the fight takes place. I
wouldn't bet with you, Jim, for I feel that the
fight will come off, myself. It will be a duel between Africa a nd China, and we will have it on
the plat form the carpenters arc putting up."
"Ther Chinee has got ther most nerve of ther
two, I think," remarked Jack.
"That's not sa ying a great deal, either," Jim
~ stened to reply.
"I'll speak to Walter's wife and tell h er to let
me know if she hears or sees any trouble between
the two," said. Wild.
,Jenkins lived next door in a neat little shanty
of his own. The company had given him the lot to
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build on, and he was very happily and comfortably located. Wild did speak to Mrs. Jenkins a
few minutes later, and she promised to do as he
wanted her to, though she could not imagine what
was up. The three walked over to the office, which
was but a short distance away, and just as they
got there the two men who ·had been sent up the
gorge to bring back Hickory Hipe rode up. They
had the outlaw's horse, but the villain was not
with them.
"We couldn't find the galoot," said one of them.
"What!" exclaimed Young Wild West, "you
·
couldn't find him?"
"No. We hunted all around an' got ther horse,
but he was gone. We picked up ther rope all cut
to pieces that he had been tired to ther horse with
but he'd disappeared, jest as though ther ground
had swallered him!"
The men seemed to be crestfallen at their failure to bring the miscreant in, for they had taken
their time about it, thinking surely that h-e could
not get out of the blind gorge. Wild and his companions could not understand it, either.
"There was only one way for him to escape,"
observed our hero, after a pause, "and that was
to be assisted bv SO!fle one. Now, then, who could
have cut the ropes that bound him, and set him ·
free?"
No one could answer this, and as the two who
had gone after the outlaw were entirely above
suspicion, it was given up as a puzzler.
"That fellow will make trouble around here "
observed Jim, in a low tone to Wild. "He is abo~t
the ug'iiest specimen of a white man I have set my
eyes on in a long time."
"I am a little bit of that opinion myself," was
the reply. "Well, if he does start in to kick up a
fuss around here, I guess we will be able to make
short work of him."
"What are we goin' to do about it?" asked one
of the men who had returned without their man.
"There is nothing left to do but to scour the
vicinity," retorted Wild. "You may run across
him."
The men promptly put spurs to their steeds and
rode off. Th~ir actio~s sh<_>wed that they meant to
recapture Hickory Hipe, if there was a possible
way of doing it. Wild was thinking about going
after his own horse and joining in the hunt, when
he saw Cheyenne Charlie coming over at the head
of' a sort of female procession. His wife Anna
Arietta, old man Murdock's wife, and Elois~
Gardner made up the party, and as Wild looked
at them it occurred to him that they had been invited to take tea with Mrs. Jenkins that day."
"Th_e girls are coming, _Jim," he said. "I guess
we will let. outlaw huntmg go for a while."
"That's right," was the retort of Young Dart
'
who had eyes for no one but pretty Eloise.
Arietta came cunning up to her lover ahead of
all the rest, and the first thing she noticed about
him was the blood on his shirt.
"Been in close quarters again, have you?" she
said.
"Yes, but that blood don't amount to anything.
It came from the fingers of old Gray Elk, the
chief who fell in love with you once upon a
time."
While Arietta was looking at him in surprise,
Mrs. Jenkins came running from the house.
"The Chinaman and negro are fig-hting!" she
cried.
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The darky gave a gasp, and looked around for
a pitying glance, which he failed to get.
"Two!"
The almond eyes of the Chinama n blinked
"What's up, anyhow? " asked Cheyenn e Char- nervousl y. ·
"Three!"
lie, as he noticed the grins on the faces of Jim
Bang! Bang!
and Jack, when Walter Jenkins' wife delivered
'l'he duelists fired point-bl ank at the platform ,
her message to Young Wild Wei;,t.
mutually agreed by them
"Wait and see," replied Jim. "There is going as though it had been
so.
do
to
"
to be some fun in a few minutes.
"That won't do," called out Young Wild West.
"Who with?"
"I want you fellows to shoot to kill, do you
"The Chinee and the coon."
that?"
Wild had made a bee-line for the house, fol- understa nd in
such harsh tones that they thought
He spoke
lowed by Arietta. The rest followed them leiit. Wing Wah then raised his.
meant
surely
he
surely.
revolver till it pointed directly at the darky's
"You fellows get them and bring them out to
his eyes, pulled the trigger.
the platform ," said Wild. "I'll fix up the pistols breast, and, aclosing
and jumped back, but realizing
yell
uttered
Ike
for them.
that he had not been touched, he plucked up
That was sufficient, and Charlie and Jack at courage to fire two shots at his antagon ist in
where
house
once made a dive for the back of the
rapid succession. After that both got down to
the two were at it tooth and nail. It made no business , and the chambers- of both revolver s
not;
or
difference whether they wanted to I come
were soon emptied. Then Young Wild West led
when the two scouts got hold of tnem they._ had the crowd in giving the pair the laugh, and combelligto go. This took all the fight out of the
ing to the conclusion that somethin g was wrong,
erent J?air, but tbat made no difference; there Ike and Wing Wah dropped their pistols and
China,
was gomg to be a duel between Africa and
made a leap from the platform . They started
and that was all there was about it. The woman on a run and did not stop until they reached the
and
folks were soon told of what was going on,
house.
they were just as anxious to see the fun as the
"I guess that will make them stop quarreli ng
men. Jim went to the workmen and told them
" observed the handsom e young
to clear a space on that part of the platform and fighting,
of the saddle. "Every time they get mad
that was complete d, and they did so in no time. prince
they will think of their ·g reat
In about ten minutes Wild and Arietta came over at each other now be enough to make them shut
to the platform , each carrying a heavy six-shoo t- duel, and that will
er. The chamber s were loaded heavily with pow- up."
"You are always up to somethin g, Wild," obdert but there were no bullets. Ike and Wing
Arietta, as she took his arm and walked
Wan were dragged upon the platform and made servedhim
over to the Jenkins shanty. "If you
with
twenty
about
of
distance
a
at
other
each
face
to
you are fooling some one. When
fighting,
not
are
·
feet.
to settle down, like Walter Jengoing
you
are
fightin
persist
fellows
"you
Wild,
said
"Now,"
kins has?"
'ing, so now you have got to fight. This is the
"Well, Et, I'll tell you. I expect to settle down
way we do 1t in Weston. Here are revolver s when
'l am laid low by some bullet. It isn't in
do
to
got
have
you
all
so
you,
for
all loaded
live a quiet life, as I have often told you
to
me
word,
the
give
I
when
and
other,
each
is to aim at
Why, look at your grandfa ther and Dovebefore.
ready?"
you
Are
let the lead fly.
They haven't settled down yet."
Dave!
Eye
managed
Wah
Wing
samee,"
"Me leady, allee
were never as reckless and wild
they
"But
to falter ..
"For de gracious sakes, Marsa West!" cried as you are."
"Well, my name is Wild, so ~ suppose I must
the darky, "I'se done can't shoot."
up to it. Don't you worry, now. I won't
"Well, if you don't shoot I'll begin to shoot live hurt.
wear the charm you gave me, and
myself. I'll fake every kink out of your wool, get keeps Ime
from getting hurt."
I give you my word for it. It seems that you that
"I heard you once say you were not supertwo fellows can't get along, so this is the . only
" said the girl.
way to settle your differences. One or both of stitious,
"I think every one is more or less supersti you are apt to bite the dust, but what does that
tious. I don't believe in ghosts or omens, but
matter? It only happens once in a lifetime. "
in that charm you gave me, . because
The tremblin g darky took the revolver , for he I do believe
of your hair in it. I believe in
lock
a
is
there
surely
would
Wild
obey
not
did
he
if
thought
as I believe in you, and you know
much
as
that
Wing
wool.
black
his
of
out
kinks
the
shoot
lot."
Wah took the other weapon, though he acted that is a whole
pretty Western girl's arguthe
doing.
was
settled
he
That
what
knew
hardly
he
as though
to be petted and flattered ,
very
like
time,
girls
this
All
by
ment.
collected
had
crowd
Quite a
from the general run
were
different
s
no
was
revolver
she
the
and
that
knowing
few of them
time that they
not loaded with bullets. But they enjoyed it just in that respect. 1t was a very nice that
afternoo n
as much as if they ihad been aware of that fact. Ihad at the home of 'the J enkinsesallowed to run
wen!
ladies
fire.
The
both
to
evening.
you
and
want
I
three
"When I say
things just the way they wanted to, and so every- •
If you don't, I will!" exclaime d Wild.
thing went along like clockwo rk. After the little
a
Somethi ng that might have been meant or
party broke up, rather late in the evening, Wild
nod came from the frighten ed pair, and then and
Charlie took a walk over to the Gazoo to see
Wild began to count: .
if there were any tidings of Hickory Ripe, whoi
"One'·
CHAPT ER IV-How Cheyenn e Charlie
Beat the Gambler s.

~
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had made his escape in such a mysterious manner. A number of the men had searched the
~cinity of the gorge till dark, but had been un-~ccessful.
•
There were two or three new arrivals in the
bar, and when they learned that Young Wild
West was there they became very curious. They
had heard of him, but had never seen him. Proprietor Brown introduced them to him, and it
did not take the young mine owner long to decide that they were gamblers. He seldom made
a mistake in his judgment, and a few minutes
later when two of the strangers entered the
back room and took a seat at an empty table,
he nodded to himself in a satisfied way.
"Give us a poker deck," called out one. "We
have got to do something to pass the time away."
The cards were promptly brought out, and
then Wild and Charlie were invited to take a
hand, just for the fu~ of it. Wild refused, but
Cheyenne Charlie could not resist the temptation
to play a few hands. His young friend did not
try to dissuade him; he wanted to find out what
sort of men the newcomers were, and by watching them gamble he could soon form a pretty
good idea. The game started in with very small
bets, Charlie winning slightly. Another stranger
soon came in and took a seat at the table and
after watching them play a couple of hands,
asked if he could come in.
"Certainly," was the reply, so the game became a four-handed one.
The bets began to grow larger, and Charlie
held his own. At the expiration of an hour he
was ov,;r a hundred dollars ahead, and the betting was beginning to run way up. Wild had,
ljghted a good cigar, and sat where he could
watch the hands of both Cheyenne Charlie and
the last stranger who came into the game. It
was the stranger's turn to deal the cards, and
when Charlie picked up his hand he found it to
contain four queens and the ten of clubs. That
was a pretty good hand, but the fact that the
J,ealer kept his hand . concealed made Wild think
that it would not prove to be the winning hand.
Charlie had now become infatuated with the
game, as he was wont to becom~ when he once
got to playing, and he calmly made it cost the
others two hundred dollars to draw cards. Wild
managed to catch his eye and give him a glance
which plainly meant to· stop, but the warning
was not heeded.
"All right," thought the boy, "go it! You'll
:find out that you can never win in a game of
poker-not with such fellows as you · are playing with."
The man on Charlie's left raised it another
two hundred, the next man lifted it another, and
the dealer met him.- That made $1,800 on the
table before the cards were drawn.
"How many?" asked the dealer, as he knocked
the ash from his cheroot.
"One," answered Charlie.
The next man took one also, and so did the
•ext. The dealer took two, and Wild was quick
enougb to catch a glimpse of the cards and note
the fact that they were the ace of hearts and
the ace of clubs.
"Let yourself slide, pardner," the fellow said
to Charlie. "You'll find that I won't stand any
bluffing, so I give you fair warning."
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"That's all right," was the rejoinder. "I'll go
a hundred on what I've got."
"So will I," said the other man, and he tossed
five twenty-dollar gold · pieces on the table.
The dealer had not looked at his cards afte:r
he had discarded and drawn, and he left them
lying on the table in front of him.
"I'll meet the bet and raise it five "hundred,"
he remarked, as calmly as though he was simply
enjoying himself at a picnic.
Wild was watching the dealer like a cat watches
a mouse, and when he saw his hand slide into
his lap he felt certain that he was feeling fo1
two aces that he had stowed there. There was
the amount of twenty-seven hundred dollars on
the table now, and as Cheyenne Charlie put up
the necessary five hundred and called him, the
dealer was feeling nervously about in his lap.
Wild now grew very much interested. He was .
quite sure that something had interfered witb
the man's plans. The other two gamblers dropped
out of the game. Then they looked at each other
in a puzzled way. They knew that something
was wrong- with their confederate, for the three
were really sharps, and had started in to fleece
Cheyenne Charlie of all he had.
"What's that? Did you call me?" asked the
dealer, nervously.
"That's what I did, stranger," was the reply.
"What have you got?"
With no little hesitation the man picked up
the five cards in front of him and turned them
over. He had noticed that the man who had
called him had allowed his hand to drop to the
butt of his reo.rolver, and that made him act
with a little more quickness, probably. When
the cards were shown he had but a pair of aces.
Charlie showed his four queens and scooped in
the pot. Then he took two cards from his lap
and tossed them over to the discomfitted gambler.
Them's the pair you wanted, stranger," said
he, tantalizingly. "I seen you put 'em in your
lap when you dealt, so I thought I'd better cab·
bage onto 'em. Good--night, gentlemen! You
are the most obliging lot of sharps I ever met."
Young Wild West whistled with surprise.
Re had not believed it to be in the scout to
beat such people at their own game.
The three men looked at each other and then
at Cheyenne Charlie. They evidently concluded it
best not to make a 1·ow, so they got up and· ac·
cepted his invitation to drink. They had just
dropped a little over three thousand dollars be·
tween them, and though they felt like squealing,
they dared not do it. They had heard about the
young deadshot who was with the man who had
downed them.
. "I seldom play poker," said Charlie, as he paid
for the drinks at the bar, · "but when I do pla}
I like to win, of course. Good-night, gentlemen.
We must be going f"
"Good-night," was the reply, and I'roprietor
Brown of the Gazoo, grinned softly to himseH
as Young Wild West and Cheyenne Charlie left
the place.
CHAPTER V.-The D*1ce.
Things ran along pretty smoothly in Weston,
and finally Wednesday evening arrived.
, All arrangements had been made for the dan«:f

.
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under the auspices of the Wild West Mining
and Improvement Company. Ever since ten in
the morning people had been arriving from
Spondulicks and Devil Creek, and the affair
promised to be a great success.
Jack Robedee had brought the lovely young
· widow over, and Lively Rick and two or three
of the best citizens of Devil Creek had come
along. It was surprising to see how many
strangers were in town, too There were whites,
half-breed Indians, greasers and all kinds of men
of a doubtful <;haracter. But it was to be a
public dance, free to all; no one could be barred
so long as they behaved themselv~. When they
g_ot so they did not behave, then Young Wild
West and ·the other members of the company
would make themselves heard. Wild hoped that
everything would go right, but he made up his
mind that no rough work would be toleratep.
from any one. Three musicians had come over
from Spondulicks, and when they struck up the
grand march shortly after darkness set ·in, sixty
couples, with Wild and Arietta at their head,
started around the big platform. It was a great
thing for. the hustling tow!) in the Hills, and
when the march started a rousing cheer went up
· from the miners, cowboys and scouts who were
not ·lucky enough to have partners to join in.
But they enjoyed it just the same. The company had refused to allow any one the privilege
of selling whisky en the grounds, but there was
plenty of it there, for - the men brought it with
them in bottles and jugs. The dancing opened
with an old-fashioned quadrille; the ease and
grace with which Wild and his friends went
through it was well worth seeini. Jack and the
widow, who, by tne way, had a mass of fiery red
hair, cut a great figure on the floor. Neither of
them had ever danced before, but that made no
difference. They went right along, never getting
confused when a mistake was made.
"Heads forward!" cried the man who was
doing the calling off. "Two ladies forward! Two
gents forward! Balance all!" and so on.
After the first dance Wild took a walk about
the floor to see who was there. There were a
whole lot there he knew and quite a number he
had never seen before. Among those he took particular notice of were the three gamblers Cheyenne Charlie had so neatly beaten at their own
game a few night before. One of these men
walked up to Wild as he came to a halt after
making the rounds of the platform.
"My name is Spruce---Dave Spruce," he said.
"I saw you dancing with a rather pretty girl a
little while ago. I congratulate you on your
choice. I don't suppose you would have an.r, objection to introducing me to her, would you."
"Well, I don't know about that," retorted the
boy, in his usual f;ank, way of speaking. "I don't
know what sort of a man you are, only that you
are a card sharp, anB. I must say that I haven't
much use for men of your profession. The girl
I was dancing with I hope to make my wife some
day, so I guess I won't take the trouble of introducing you to her."
·
"You are rather jealous, I see," was the reply
from Dave Spruce. "I didn't mean any harm by
saying what I did. You haven't any idea that I
would try to take the girl away from you, have
7ou?"
, .
.
This made Wild Just a trifle angry.
"l "don't know what ideas you have, nor do -I

care," he said. "But I won't introduce you, so
say no more about it."
'
"Um-ah!" and the gambler laughed softly to
himself, as though he imagined he was a regula
lady-killer.
Y:oung Wild West was not the sort to seek a
quarrel with any one, unless he had a purpose in
view, and as he had nothing against the man beyond the fact that he did not like him, he walked ·
away. The next dance was a Spanish fandango,
at least that is what Charlie said it was, and
the way the scout went through the evolutions
with Anna, his wife, was · so amusing that Wild
forgot all about what the gambler had said to
him, for the time being, anyway. The next set
he danced with Jack Robedee's widow, by special request from Jack, and when he had let the
woman to a seat at the close of the dance he was
glad the ordeal was over.
The widow was very clumsy, and he being
light of foot, the dancing went through rather
awkwardly. Arietta came up to him as he was
about to go and look for her. Her face wore a
· troubled look, · and he thought of Dick Spruce,
tlre gambler, right away.
.
· "Wild, a man just insulted me," she said.
"What!" he cried. "Show him to me and I
will make him apologize, or else I'-11--"
His fingers instinctively clutched the butt of
the handsome silver-mounted revolver in the
· right holster of his belt.
."Don't get mad,'" Wild," she said, pleadingly.
· "Don't do anything rash. I only told you so you
would stay near me until the dance is over, so
he wouldn't have anything more to say to me."
"Just point him out, Et."
The young deadshot of the great West was as
cool as an iceberg now. Arietta hesitated a moment, and then pointed over to where three men
were standing, laughing and chatting together.
"There he is," she said. "The man to the
right. He came to me and insisted on me danc-ing with him. I excused myself, and then he
made a very insulting remark."
"I know him, little one. He is the fellow
Charlie downed at draw-poker the other night.
He is a card sharp. He asked me a short time
ago to introduce you to him; said you were very
pretty and all that. I told him I guessed I
wouldn't introduce you, and then he said I was
jealous. I shan't say anything to him, Et, unless he bothers you again."
Wild and the girl were seated on a bench at
the farther end of the platform, well away from
intruders, they thought. But they were mistaken in this, for before two minutes had passed,
who should come to them but Spruce. He had
been drinking rather _heavily of whisky, and was
reckless in his manner. He did not seem to
realize that he was treading on very dangerous
ground.
"Aha! Mr. West, I am determined that you
shall introduce me to the young lady,"· began the
gambler, twisting his big black mustache and
making a very polite bow. "I--"
That was all he said, for with the quicknes)J
of a catamount Young Wild West was on his feett ~
revolver in hand.
.
"Move away from here, Mr. Spruce, or I will
fill you full of lead!" the boy cried, hotly.
"Is that the only way you can 1nake me g_o
away-:shoot me?''
·
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There was a sarcastic ring in the man's voice
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the bar. "Gracious! You are as quick as lightning, Mr. bart." . ,
"No, that isn't the only way," and back went
"I have to be in order to get through the
tu revolver into the holster. "If you persist in world with a whole skin."
imulting this young lady, I will - give you a
"What did they have against you?"
thrashing the same as they do ·in the East."
"Nothing, really. They knew I was a friend
"Ha, ha, ha! Talk is eheap, my young friend.
of Wild's, and as he just downed them a few
Why, I will take you by the back of your neck
minutes ago, they thought they would drop me
and snap off vour heels if you don't look out!"
·just to get square, I suppose."
"Will you?''
The man with the wounded arm was whining
Just how it was the gambler never did realize,
pain and, turning to him, Jim said:
but the first thing he knew he . was seized about with
"Go and get the doctor to attend to you. And
the waist and thrown high over the .head of the
remember, if you expect to stay in Weston veey
treasu:t:er of the Wild West Mining and Imlong you have got to act right."
provement Company.
Jim walked out and went back to the dance,
He came down upon the platform with a thud
He found Eloise anxiously awaiting him.
that jarred his body as it had never been jarred
"Where did you go, Jim?" she asked.
before.
"Over to Brown's Gazoo. I followed the fel"Get out, now! Get off the platform, or I will
low there who got into trouble with Wild."
hurt you!" cried Wild, angrily.
"And something happened~! can tell by the
The gambler was a very wh-y sort of a man,
looks of your eyes."
and he was reckless from the whisky he had im"Yes, · something did happen.
The three
bibed. He was upon his feet very quickly and
gamblers were together, and they began shootfull of fight.
ing at me the instant I poked my head through
"I don't know how you performed that trick,
the doorway."
but I'll bet_you can't do it again!" he hissed.
"You didn't get hurt, did you?"
Young Wild West now went at him like · a
"No, but two of the others did. The fellow
l_l'~ze-fighter. His right and lef~ shot out with
Wild gave the lesson to jumped out of the
~tning-like rapidity, and Spruce went sprawlwindow."
in~ to the floor again. When he tried to get up
The pretty girl said no more. She had been
Wtld gave him another, and then ·the insulting
villain reached to draw his revolver. But a ·kick in the wild West long enough to know what
probably happened to the two who got hurt. She
sent the weapon flying from his grasp before he
hardly had it from his hip pocket. His two had an idea that -they both were dead, and as
only one of them was, she was jus~ half right.
companions came rushing up, followed closely by
Pretty soon Wild came ovei; to where Jim and
Jim Dart and Jack Robedee and several others
his girl stood talking. Arietta was with him.
who had witnessed the last part of the row.
"Look out now!" exclaimed Wild, sternly. "The Wild knew that Jim had followed up the three
men, and he was ju~t a trifle anxious to know
first man who draws a shooter will dr op dead;
what had become of them. When Jim told him
. I ~ve you my word on that."
"What's the trouble?" demanded Jim, taking what had happened, at the Gazoo, the handsome young fellow shrugged his shoulders.
Arietta by the arm and leading her away.
"Well, Jim I am sorry it fell to your lot to
"It is all right, Jim," replied Wild. "I was
put one of them out of the way," he observed.
just giving this fellow a lesson, that's all."
"You are lucky that they did not hit you when
The gambler's two friends assisted him to his
they opened up the game."
-f , and then all three left the platform. Evi"It isn't everybody who can shoot quick and
dently they knew when they had enough. Very
few of -those present had witnessed this little hit the mark at the same time. Those fellows
scene, so the dancing was not interrupted to any would certainly have riddled me. :i had given
them time to draw bead on me. They are not
great extent. ·
Wild and Arietta went into the next square up to our style of shooting."
For the next hour everything went along
dance just as though nothing had happened to
disturb them.
smoothly. The dancers were having a good time,
But our hero was on the lookout for the re- and those who were looking on were enjoying
Jack Robedee and the
appearance of the three men just the same. themselvei;. as well.
Jim Dart took a quiet walk to see what they widow with the red hair were not missing a
were , up to. He followed them over to Brown's set. They had got so they c-0uld go through
Gazoo, where they were stopping, and the mo- without making many mistakes, and that made
ment he went inside they turned on him and, them just crazy to dance. Young Wild West
drawing their revolvers, pr-0ceeded to let the and the rest found much amusement in watching
the couple. It seemed strange and out of place
lead go at him. But Dart did not flinch.
On the contrary, he whipped out his own six- -to see Robedee paying so much attention to a
shooter and opened fire. One of the villains woman.
dropped to the barroom floor with a bullet
He had always talked against them until he
throught his heart, and another got a bullet in met the dashing widow. Lively Rick, who ha<l
'his left arm. The remaining one, who was Spruce, come from the Creek with him, could not help
tll8 man who cause all the trouble, darted into tantalizing Jack a little. Livelyls girl was also
tlie back room and jumped out of a window. , a widow. Her husband had been a Nevada
"I am sorry I made a muss for you to clean · cattle raiser and she was ·a n out-and-out Western
ap," said · Jim, coolly. "But it was some one
woman. She could handle a gun or swing a
else's life or mine." They drew on me first." ,,,.
lariat about as good as the average man. Liveli
"That's right," answered the man in charge of had not been acquainted with her very long, al14

as he asked the question.
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therefore he did not know what sort of a temper
3he had.
Nevada Kate was the name she went by, and
it had been - remarked by some one that "she
would never be hung for her beauty." There
was one .failing that Lively Rick had, and that
was that he would get under the influence of
whisky sometimes. He was very' much this way
when he came up to where our friends were
seated, with Nevada Kate leaning on his arm
in a languishing way. Jack Robedee and his
charming widow came along at about the same
time. Then Lively thought he would have a
little fun with Jack.
"If there is anything- I dote on it's sorrel
hair," he remarked to Wilrl with a grin . "Jack
has got ther uuttiest gal in Devil Creek!"
Then something hapnenrd that no one was
prepared to see. · Nevada Kate reached ever and
grasped her escort by the ear.
"If you like red hair so well, it's a wonder
you didn't bring· a red-l-:eaded woman to the
dance!" she cried, in a jealous r -- ge.
"Who are you callin' names?" roared Jack's
woman, in a Rhrill falsetto key. "I'll larn ye
some manners! Jest take that!"
She hit the widow frcm evada a smart rap·
on the chin .w ith her clenched fist, and then a
savage fight started between the two. She with
the red hair was a veritable hurricane. She
sent in her blows right and left and was fast
getting the best of her opponent, when Nevada
Kate made a quick grab and got a revolver from
the belt of Lively Rick.
"Now dance, you red-headed centipede!" she
cried forcing Jack's girl out upon the floor at
the point of the revolver. "Dance, I say! Dance'
()r I'll shoot your toenails off! I'm Nevada Kate,
an' I never miss when I pull a trigger!"
Strange as it may seem, no on~ offered to
interfere with them. There was a grm on everybody's face, even to Jack and Lively Rick. The
sorrel-topped woman frcm Devil Cree~ looked at
the smiling faces appealing-ly, and seemg no help
for her, started in to dance. Nevada K~te
emptied the chambers of the revolver, sendmg
the bullets dangerously close to the feet of the
dancing widow, and then said she was satisfied.

CHAPTER VI.-The Death_ of Gray Elk.
Hickory Hipe ha<l certainly executed a remar1rnble move in getting away from his captors.
He was not aware that he had turned into a
blind gorge, though, or his manner would not
have been so jubilant. He was helpless, as far
as helping himself was concerned, for his hands
were tied securely behind his back, and he was
bound to the horse. But he was not the sort
who think of what is to come till it gets there.
He was out of the clutches of Young Wild West
and his men, and that was all he thought of just
now.
The horse he rode was a very intelligent
creature, and it answered every word of command to go ahead and every pressure from the
knees of the scoundrel. He had a pretty good
lead oIV his captors, as he had t"aken them completely by s.u rprise, and when he had covered
a couple of hundred yards and could not see

them, he uttered a satisfied laugh. Then he began to struggle to ,.free himself. But try as he
might, he could not get his hands loose. On
galloped the horse, going at the top of itR speed.
At the expiration of three minutes Hickory Hif,e
suddenly realized that he could go no furtner.
On either side of him there was an almost
perpendicular wall of rock and earth, and now
directly ahead of him he saw the same.
"Confound it all," he muttered, as the horse
came to a halt for the rc,ason it could go no
further. "I suppose I will be taken after all!
Why didn't I turn in some other direction, anyway? Oh! if my hands were only free and I had
my shootin' irons!"
"Ugh!"
The guttural exclamation came from a P,Oint
almost over his head, and looking up, the villain
saw the tufted head of an Indian. The face was
turned 1·ight toward him, too, and he instantly
recognized it as belonging to Gray Elk, his redskin ally.
"Hello, Gray Elk l" he called out, in a low tone.
"Come down and cut me loose, won't you? They
will be here after mE- in a minute."
"Gray Elk help Hickory Hipe right away,t'
was the reply. "He ~ee him come, and he git
rope ready."
The next instant a lariat came down right b'.tfore the outlaw. The other end was tied to a
tree above, and in much less time than it takes
to record it, the Indian chief came sliding down
to the ground. A few slashes of his huntingknife and Hickory Hipe sprang from the saddle
to the ground, a free man. ']:'hen with a grunt
of approval the chief Sflized the lariat, and with
the agility of a trained athlete, went swiftly upward hand over hand.
"Paleface brave cotne on up!" he panted, when
he got to the top. "Gray Elk hear horses coming. Hurry up!"
Hickory Hipe tried to ascend the way his Indian frienrl had done, but he was not nearly so
agile, and he was making poor progress, when
Gray Elk began hauling upon the lariat. Hicko~
Hipe just got landed when two horsemen a-ppeared in the gorge. The white and red dropped
or.. their stomach and Wl'iggled themselves into
the bushes without being seen by the searcher.3.
"Put her there, Gray Elk!" exclaimed the outlaw, when they reached a safe place on the mountain-side. "You have saved my life, an' I'll neve
forgit you for it!"
"Hick0ry Hipe speaks well,' was all the redskin said.
Neither of them had a horse, so they started
on foot to reach the band of Indians who had been
allied with the renegades in the attack on the
stnge-coach that morning. They plodded alon
tiJI darkness overtook them, and they had no
· f0und theni yet. Almost exhausted they san
dc,wn to rest in a little glen at the head of
ravine. Neither of them was in a good humor,
though Hickory. Hipe did the most fault-finding.
He kept on picking till the chief began to gro
, 1
tired of it.
"Hickory Hipe heap much fool!" he said, Stitt~
denly. "He let the palefaces take the ·money we
steal from the wagon, and then he ride away an'
Gray Elk save him. Now he mad with Gray Elk."
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"You shut up!" retorted the renegade. "I ain't
"I'll kindle a fire right away," Hickory Hipe
half as much of a fool as you are!"
_
.ad~ed, and he set about to gather up some dry
'°ViThe word of the paleface is like the wind; it twigs. The stranger now seemed tt> be at his
goes past the ears of Gray Elk, means nothing." ease, and he started in to help.
"It don't, hey? You don't know what you are
"After we've had a bite an' a little coffee, which
talkin' about, I guess. I've had bad enough luck I'll make, you kin show where ' th.er trail is if
to-day, without listenin' to your croaking. Jest you've a mind to."
'
shet up, now, or me an' you will fight."
"We'll only be too pleased to," replied the reneThe chief lapsed into silence. He was not gade. "You kin git to Weston long afore toafraid of the white man, but for some reason night, easy enough."
he did not want to fight with him just then. A
"Well, I'm glad of that. I am going over there
few minutes later he arose and started from the to try my luck at minin'."
spot. He was going to find the camp of his
· As soon as the fire was started he got out a
braves if he could. Not wishing to be left alone, frying-pa~ and coffee-pot from the pack on the
the :renegade followed him.
back of his saddle. There was plenty of water
"There's no use in our bein' bad friends, Gray a few yards distant, and while he went after it
Elk,'' he said. "We both done· ther best we could Hickory Hipe sized up his outfit and gave a grunt
to-day, so let's drop it ar.' call it square."
of approval.
"That will just about suit me, I reckon," he
"Gray Elk satisfied," was the rejoinder.
Then the two trudged along over the rough mused. "In about five minutes that horse an'
mour,tain. They did not know exactly how far fixin's will be mine, see if it ain't!"
The villain had hold of the bridle rein when
they were from the trail that led to the prairie, but they did not want to get upon it, for fear the str!'1nger came back ,yith the water. Suddenly
their enemies might be looking for them. The h~ whipped ou~ the kmfe Gray Elk had given
stars were shining br~htly, and by them Gray- him, arul as qmck as a flash plunged it into the
EJk laid his course. Hickory Hipe's head was man. With a groan the stranger sank to the
t~ thick for him to kr\OW even enough to lay ground, badly wounded.
"That's what I call putty neat, ain't it Gray
a course by the stars, so he depended strictly ~
upon the red man to _take them to a place of El~?" Hickory Hipe remarked, as he p~t the
kmfe
away.
.
safety.
'.l'h<; chief made no reply. He was evidently
They kept on until midnight. Then they agreed
to rest till daylight. A place that suited their thmkmg that as a fiencl he was ·not to be compurpose was soon found, and they both lay down pared with the white man.
"What's the matter with yer?" demanded Hickto sleep. It must have been something like half
an hour after surise when they were awakened ory Hipe. "Don't yer like ther way I done that?
by hearing a voice calling to them. Stiffened as Well, I don't care if you don't; it is about time me
they were from their tfresome wlilk, they got an' you parted company, anyhow. · How does that
upon their feet instantly. Before them stood a strike yer?"
He caught the chief entirely unawares, and the
man holding a wearied horse by the bridle. The
stranger's face wore a worried expression, and he blade _that h!id stabbed the stranger was plunged
looked as though he m~ht have passed a sleepless de_ep mto J:i1s body. Then with a hoarse laugh
Hickory Hipe mounted the tired steed and rode
niglit.
.
..
}!.Hello, pards !" he exclaimed, in a friendly from the spot. Gray Elk was not dead but he
way; "I'm lost. I've been huntin' all night for had rece_ived his death wo !'ld. He sank ~pon the
the trail that leads inter ·weston, w,here I'm grass with a groan. But m a minute he rallied
bound. I come along here a few minutes ago, an' and he was about to struggle to hi-S' feet when
seen you two layin' there asleep. I reckoned it he heard his slayer coming back. An indian
wouldn't be any harm in wakin' yer, so I done though dying, will not forget to use the naturai
strategy peculiar to his race. Gray Elk remained
so. Kin yer put me on ther right trail?"
"Oh, yes!" retorted Hickory Hipe, an evil light p~rfectly still, feigning to be dead. Hkkory
shining in his eyes. "We'll put yer on ther trail Hipe came back and quickly took everything of
to Weston, certainly we will, won't .we, Gray value from both his victims, not forgetting their
WE:apons. Then he was off again. The wounded
Elk?"
chief knew that he was gone for good this time
"Ugh!" grunted the chief.
"Gray Elk, did you say?" and the stranger so he struggled to a sitting posture and strov:
]Qoked a trifle suspicious. "This ain't ther chief to staunch the blood from his wound. He partially succeeded in doing this, and then managed
Gray Elk who is on ther warpath, is it?"
to get upon his feet. Though suffering untold
"No; it .ain't him. Th,is Gray Elk is as harm- agony the
red man staggered on in the direction
less as a child. He's a good Jnjun, ain•t you, old h~ knew his warriors
and their squaws and paman?"
p.coses were camped. For half an hour he struck
"Yes; me good lnjun." Gray Elk grunted.
it out, and then just as he heard the voice of ~
. This seenied to reassure the man, for he dove
Tripping Fawn, his granddaughter, ringing
into his saddle-bags and got out a quantity of welcome to his ears, he dropped to the ground. a
bacon.
The_Indian maiden, who was as graceful as an
We'll start a fire an' have a little b;reakfas.t," antelope, and· whose eyes shone like those of a
he said. "I ain't got much, but I'll divide with startled doe, was quickly at the R'de of her
yer."
wounded relative. ·
.
"Ugh!"
"What has happened?" she cried, in the lanBoth we.re hungry, and as they saw the rather guage of the Sioux. The chief called for water, ·
meager supply of bacon it struck them that there and there being a tiny stream close at hand, she
was just about enough for one.
hastened to obey_
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Then he grew a trifle- stronge r, and told her
CilAPT li:R VIL-Y oung Wild West's Surpl'ise~
how the renega de, Hickor y Hipe, had given h'iln
'
his death wound.
Lively Rick did not try to have any more filn
"Tripp ing Fawn." said he, after he had made with Jack Robede e after that. His little joke had
ed it to, but
anothe r success ful rally agains t the grip of death,
of not turned out the way heofexpect
out of it, for
"Hicko ry Hipe is a bad palefac e, as most all
fun
lot
whole
a
been
had
there
ht the
them are. But there is one good palefac e, Tripmidnig
toward
on
drew
it
As
that.
al!
··
ping Fawn. He is Young Wild West, the greate st mmers grew more reckles s.
and insiste d
of all the palefac e braves ! He gave Gray Elk his
drunk,
ing
becom
fast
were
They
life, and Gray Elk is thankf ul to him for it. He on doing the buck dance on the platfor m.
could have shot him, but he said no. He wanted
Young Wild West conclud ed to let them have
to fight Gray Elk and give him a chance . Young their own way, so he advised Arietta and the rest
Wild West and Gray Elk did fight, and the young of the women folks to go home.
palefac e brave struck the knife· from Gray Elk's
This they agreed to do, so their lovers and husdon't
hand, and say to him: 'Go. Gray Elk; I heart
escorte d them. Nevad a Kate and Jack's
bands
West's
Wild
Young
life.'
want to take your
did not leave the platfor m, though .
girl
e
palefac
the
all
of
st
greate
ls right, and he is·the
They wanted to see the whole thing throug h,
braves !"
they showed that when they wanted a thing
and
The maiden gave him anothe r drink and bathed they came pretty near having it.
voice
his forehea d, after which he resume d, in a
Walter Jenkin s remain ed home when he got
that was remark ably strong, for one in his .condi- tl\ere, but Wild, Jim- and Charlie came back.
ti@:
Wild was the manag er of the dance, and it Was
A
necess ary for him to be there. to keep order.
· "Tripp ing Fawn must go and find Young Wild
ing it up in great
West, the braves t and best of all the palefac es. numbe r of cowboys were whoopof
them had manShe must give him what she finds tied aro'!nd the shape when they got back. One
aged to get .his horse upon the platfor m, · and he
neck of Gray El~ as soon as he goes to the Great
s right
Spirit in the happy huntin g gl'ounds. She must was gallopi ng around , scatter ing the dancer
tell him that what he finds in it will make him and left.
"My friend, " said Wild, as he sprang forwar d
rich; she must say to him that Gray Elk thanks
bridle, "this is n9
him for saving his life. Does Trippi ng Fawn un- and caught the horse by thehave
to get off the
place for .a horse.:. You will
derstan d?"
m."
platfor
.
answer
the
"Yes," came
"Ain't ~her blamed old platfru;m_ strong enough
"Youn g Wild West brave! Gray Elk make him
hold tner cayuse ?" he answer ed. "If it ain't,
to
rich!"
the
while
song,
death
he goes throug h an' breaks a leg I'll . make
his
an'
sing
to
'rhen he began
11im
ease
to
d
dy pay for it."
somebo
forehea
his
g
bathin
on
maiden kept
The fellow ·was a strang er, but that made no
as much as she possibl y could.
undiffere nce to Wild. He was used to handlin g sud•Ten minute s later the chief died.
around
horse
the
pulling
and
rs,
strange
ruly
life
·
that
Trippi ng Fawn no sooner was aware
he unseat ed the cowboy , who landed on his
o/as no more with him than she promp tly actecl denly on
the floor. Then vym slapped the steed
back
trembll,POn his request . With her brown fingers
y on the flank and sent him off the platling slightly , i::he loosene d his clothin g, and Jinally smartl
form.
took a common tobacco pouch from his breast.
,
"~r1:at ginge~·!." . roared the drunke n cowboy
buffalo
thin
of
piece
a
with
It was tied there
mg to his feet and making to pull his
sprmg
pouch
the
around
ly
careful
hide, and windin g it
shoote r, "I'll- -"
she placed it in her bosom.
"Hand s up!" comma nded Young Wild West, and
Trippin g Fawn was not curious enough to r.pen ~hen the fellow found himsel f looking straigh t
t~e pouch and look to see what 1t contain ed. had mto the muzzle of a revolve r. The music kept
He-r grandf ather, with his dying breath,
:right on playing , and only a few of the dancer s
charge d her to take it to Young Wild West, and ceased their antics. The music1arns were used to
she would certain ly do it, if she lived.
having bullets whiz around their heads while theyj
It was not for her to see what the pouch con- played , so it was nothin g new to them. The cow
tained.
boy glared at Wild for a momen t in silence , and
then t3imply said:
That was for Young Wild West.
"I cav.e. You've got ther drop on me, strang er.
"I will go to the gr~t younK palefac e, whose
and
Who mough t you be, anyhow ?"
eyes are as bright as the -buck in the woods,
she
whose smile is like the summe r mornin g," Elk
"Oh! my name is West."
s~id, with a sigh. "I will tell him what Gray
fellow gave a violent start. He was a late
The
him,
said; I will give him what he told me to give
arrival , and though t he had heard of Young Wes
•
and I will look upon his face!"
he had never met him before.
"I guess I know who you are," he said. "Excus e
The place where the Indians were camped was
m~, Yo~m~ Wild West. I reckon you are runnin
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Our hero smiled at the man's show of humor.
"All right, Grizzly Gus. Now, if you will take
lllY advice you will go and catch your horse and
~ him somewhere. Then get in and enjoy yourself."
"That's what I'll do, you kin bet yer boots!"
And that was exactly what he did do. He made
no more trouble that night, and the chances were
that Wild had made a staunch friend of him by
giving him a little dose of discipline.
When the hour of three in the morning ar.
rived the fun was at its height.
Nearly all the females had left the platform,
and the men were dancing in true Western style.
Wild was leaning against a post at one corner
of the platform, wishing that the dance was over
so he could turn in and get some sleep, when suddenly he saw an Indian maiden approaching him.
Where she had come from he could not divine
just then.
He had not seen her get upon the platform, but
he knew, of course that she had not dropped from
the sky.
She was very fancifull-y attired in the garb
worn by the chosen maidens of her race, and her
dark eyes beamed with pleasure when she saw the
boy standing there all alone.
"Young Wild West heap much brave," she said,
in a low, musical voice, that sounded like the rippling of a spring. "~ipping Fawn has come with
a message to him."
"What is the message that Tripping Fawn
brings?" asked Wild. "Her eyes beam with joy,
so it must be a message of good."
"It is a heap good message that Tripping Fawn
brings, though it is a sad one, too."
The maiden spoke excellent English, which
showed that she must have been in the habit of
associating with the whites considerably.
"Tell me what is sad about the message first,
Tripping Fawn."
.
"Gray Elk is dead."
"What!" and Young Wild West gave a start.
"Yes; the great chief, who was the friend of
Sitting Bull, is dead. He was killed by the man
whose life he saved. He took the bad white chief,
Hickory Hipe, from the back of his horse when
he was so tied he could not help himself. He
saved him from the white men who would kill him.
Then Hickory Hipe quarrels with Gray Elk and
stabs him."
..,,I see," nodded Wild, who now understood how
Hickory Hipe had made his escape from the blind
gorge. "Where is the bad paleface now?"
"Tripping Fawn does not know. When she finds
him she will kill him. Gray Elk was her grandfather, and he was good to her."
"So the old chief is dead, then?" our hero said,
half to himself.
"Yes, but before he died he say to Tripping
Fawn to go and fl.rid Young Wild West, the
bravest and best of all the palefaces. He say
find him and take this to him," and she handed
over a leather tobacco pouch. "He /Say to tell
Young Wild West that he thanked him for sparing
~s life when they fought on the mountain. He
say he never forget him for that. He say take the
leather pouch and Young Wild West be rich."
Though he had no idea what was in the tobacco
pouch, he felt sure that it contained something of
value. This was a great surprise to Wild.
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"Tripping fa~n has the thanks of Young Wild
West for brmgmg. the message of Gray Elk to
him," he said, and then the girl waited no longer
but dropped to the ground from the side of th~
platform and vanished in the gloom of the night
The dashing young Westerner gave a yawn and
then, placing the pouch in his pocket we~t in
search of his associates. He wanted to' tell them
of the surprise he had received.
_"Getting sleepy?" asked Jim, when his best
·
friend on ·earth came up to him.
"Yes; I'll be glad when the dance is over with"
replied Wild. "I suppose it will be a great thi~g
for us and the whole town, but I don't think I will
.
undertake to give another dance.'·
"No; this has _been quite enough for me. I suppose the men will keep it up till daylight."
. "Y,es, I told th~ musicians not to quit playing
till tnen. Say! I Just met with a great surprise."
"What do you mean?"
"The grandaughte r of the old Sioux, Gray Elk
came to see me a little while ago and told me that
the old fellow is dead.''
"Is that so? Where were you when she found
you?"
"Right over there on the platform: The chief
charged her to come to me with the news that he
was dead, and with his dying breath he bequeathed me some sort of a legacy."
Jim was now much interested.
"Is that so?" he queried. "W·h at is the legacy?"
"A tobacco pouch." .
"That is just like an I:ndian. As if you care
about anything like that to remember the old
scoundrel."
"Yes; but I have an idea there is something in
the pouch. The maiden, who said her name was
Tripping Fawn, told me that Gray Elk said the
-tobacco pouch would make me rich."
"Ah! That sounds a little better."
"Here is the pouch. I don't think I will bother
opening it before to-morrow in the daylight.
Whatever there-is in it, it will keep till then.''
"Yes, I reckon there won't be much."
"You can't tell about that.''
"Well, why don't you open it now, then, and
see?"
"No. I have made up my mind to wait until
daylight."
The_y walked around till they found Cheyenne
Charlie, and then he heard about the legacy Wild
had received from old Gray Elk.
Like Jim, the scout did not think it woul:d
amount to much, though he was anxious to know
what the pouch contained. Just before dawn
free fight started on the platform, and two men
were shot and half a dozen wounded. Young Wild
West thought that was about enough, so he ordered the musicians to cease playing, and drove
the drunken crowd from the place. Then it was
that the saloon~ in town began to._do a big busi~ess, and our fnends found an opportunity to turn
·
m and get some sleep.
They were in no hurry to get up in the morning,
and when they did rise they found the carpenters
taking the platform down. It had only been a
temporary affair, and they did not want any more
dances on their property.
One was enough to last a year. After breakfast
Wild thought of the Indian chief's legacy.
In the presence of Jim, Charlie, J ~ck and Lively
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Rick who had put up with them, he took out the
toba~co pouch and untied the cord that was
around it.
·
Then he dumped out a piece of tanned deer
hide, which was about ten inches squ3-re and
rolled in a heap. When he had smoothed 1t out on
the table he saw that it bore a number of characters that Indians use in place of letters when
writing.
. f ru·
Both Wild and Charlie were quite
am ar wi_"th
the Sioux mode of writing letters, so after a while
they managed to decipher the characters on the
piece of parchment.
It started off with a man on horsebac~ and two
representations of the sun. The drawmgs were
very crude of course, but were quite plain enough,
at that. "The horse and rider and the two suns
mean a two days' journey," sai1 Wild.
"That's right," nodded Charlie.
Then came three cone-like objects, with an arrow pointing at the middle one, and a broken tree
close to a waterfall.
"That means that after the two day's journey is
made you will arrive at the foot of three mountain
peaks, and that near the center one you will find
a waterfall and a broken tree," resumed our hero.
The characters were read from the top of the
page and those mentioned just took up half of it.
The iower half contained a rather mixed assortment of horses, guns, blankets, clothing, barrels,
etc and Wild made this out to be that when one
got' to the place he would find the equivalent of
all the things in the rude drawing.
"To sum it all up," said he, "it means for me
to make a journey to a place where there are
three mountains close together. It will take me
two days to get there, an when I do I will find a
broken tree beside a water-fall, and right there
will be found a pile of gold."
"I see " observed Jim. "But whl!re do you start
from to 'make the two day's journey?"
"From here, of course. These pictures have not
been scratched on the skin more tnan two or three
days, if I am any judge, and if Gray Elk put them
here for my benefit he certainly meant for me to
start from where I was located, and he knew just
where that was."
"That's right!" exclaimed Cheyenne Charlie.
"It is as plain as day, all but one thing."
"And what is that?" questioned the· young
prince of the saddle, as he looked sharply ,a t the
parchment again.
,
"It don't say in what direction you are to
travel."
"That is very true, but my eyes ought to tell me
that. All I will have to do is to go to some high
point right around this vicinity, and look around
till I see the three peaks."
"Sure enough," said Lively Rick. "I s'pose you
are goin' to hunt up this legacy, ain't you?"
"You can bet that I am."
Charlie nodded.
"Of course; an' you'll take us with you?"
"Yes. You four will be the ones to accompany
me in search of the Indian chief's legacy. I
thought at first that the tobacco pouch was the
legacy, but now I know different. Old Gray Elk
hasn't lied any, I'll bet. There is gold there, and
plenty of it. It will be a nice journey for us, and
I guess we had better start the first thing-tomorrow morning.''

"Good!" cried all hands in unison.
Anything with a little mystery attached to it
pleased them mightly.
r
,I

CHAPTER VIII.-On the Way to the Three
Peaks.
The five took a walk to the top of the nearest
bluff a few minutes later, and after looking
around carefully in every direction, the three
peaks were located almost due south.
They just showed up above the irregular surface of the range, and that was all.
But it was sufficient to make Wild feel that the
Indian chief was sincere in what he had done.
.And the others were eager to see how the two
day's journey would turn out. As everything was
quiet in Weston, in spite of the fact that there
were so many strangers there, they got ready to
start at daybreak the next morning.
Of course, their immediate friends knew where
they were going. It would hardly have been the
right thing to keep them in ignorance of the
legacy. Even the women were deeply interested in
the piece of parchment. There was just enough
mystery and romance about the affair to makethem ,vish they were going along.
'QI
But Young Wild West had decided on who
was to go with him, and he was not one · of
the kind · to change his mind, or to be hampered by women. He realized that it was a
rather dangerous undertaking to travel to the
three peaks, since the Sioux were on the warpa th, and the mountains. were full of all sorts of
outlaws. But this little party would be made up
of experienced scouts, who were used to all
sorts of dangers and hardships. It might be true
that Lively Rick was not the ·bravest man on
earth, but he was a regular cyclone when he had
some one to lead him. And Young Wild West
was the man to do that. There were few people
stirrihg in Weston when the party of five rode
up the mountainside on their way to the three
peaks. They had covered a couple of miles when
the sun arose, and the way was a trifle more
level now since they were close to the top of the
range. In order to strike a trail leading south
they had to ride about fifteen miles southeast.
In due time they struck the trail they wanted,
and then they proceeded as fast; as the rock)'
and uneven ground would permit them.
An hour's rest was taken for dinner, and then
they again set out. Jack Robedee was the only
one who had ever been this way before, and that
was so long ago that he got puzzled as often as
did his companions.
"One thing I remember," he said, "an' that is
that there are one or two dangerous places to
get across. Ther only way for us to find 'em is
to be on ther lookout for 'em, I s'pose."
"Well, it is a good thing that we know enough
to be on the lookout for them," retorted Wild.
"This are about as lonely a place as I ever
struck," observed Lively. "Here we have been
on the road over six hours, an' we ain't even
met a cinnamon bear."
-~
"We may meet more than we care to 1*fore
we get to our destination," retorted Jim.
"I wish we could come across a young grizzly,•
spoke up Cheyenne Charlie. "If there is any
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"That's jest what I think," chimed in Robe '
dee.
- Wild and Jim nodded as though they thought
"I never could go bear meat," chuckled Robeso, too, and then a council of war was held. '
dee, and then everybody smiled.
After a short discussion it was decided to go
Jack would occasionally make a pun. It was
on, and not turn back to give battle to the vilnot long before Charlie's wish was gratified, for
/
as they rounded a curving ledge that overhung lains in ambush.
a deep ravine, they suddenly hear.d a crashing
"If they are really following u s we will give
noise a few feet ahead of them, and the next mo~hey a chance to overtake us before night sets
ment a big, lumbering grizzly ,appeared directly m, and then we will see what kind of stuff they
are made of," said our hero.
in front of them. Young Wild West was the
least surprised of any of them, and not wanting
That suited the ideas of all hands, so they rod:
to give the big brute a chance to claw the beaution at a smart clip, Charlie being compelled to
ful horse he rode, he drew a bead in it with his leave his knife behind.
rifle ·a nd sent a bullet crashing into its brain
git it yet, perhap~/' he remarked. "If
through the right eye. The grizzly toppled over we"I'll
have a scrimmage witn them fellers I'll be
.
death.
of
agonies
the
in
rolled
and
on ther lookout for my knife."
"My! but that was a great shot!" exclaimed
The party kept on till the shades of night beadmiration.
in
Rick,
Lively
~an t_o gather, every now and then halting and
"Well, it would not have paid to miss the eye," hstenmg for sounds of pursuit. But they heard
was the reply. "If I had missed you would have . none, and when they halted in a snug little glade
seen a lively time around here for a while. A where a spring-of pure water trickled down th~
J.l'izzly is hard to kill, you know, and- sometimes rocks, they were half inclined to think that the
1t is hard to reach a vital part. With a rifle
men who had ambused Charlie were not followthere is no better place than the eye, especially ing them. They had brought coffee, sugar and
if the bear is standing upright, as he was. Now, salt and a supply of cornbread with them, so a
Charlie, you can have your bear steaks, I guess." fire was started, and soon Cheyenne Charlie had
"I reckon I kin," was Cheyenne Charlie's re- his bear steaks sizzling over the coals. The odor
tort. "Thill feller ain't a young grizzly, but I'll from
the coo~ng meat and the coffee gave them
tackle a haunch of him, just the same."
an appetite that made them feel like eating
The rest waited until he had cut off one of the all
almost anyt~ing, and when they sat down to
hind quarters and then they proceeded on again.
supper Charlie was not the only one who did full
They had covered a little less than half a mile justice
to the grizzly m~at.
when it occurred to Cheyenne Charlie that he had
"It are a little tough, but it is mighty good "
left his hunting-knife by the carcass if the bear. Jack
'
observed.
"I don't want to lose that knife," he said. "I've
The horses were hobbled where there was
had it too long for that. You fellers ride on
plenty of good grass, and then our friends got
slow an' I'll go back an' git it. It won't take me ready
to pass the night. It was decided that no
so very long. Here, Jack, you take this chunk more than
three of them should go to sleep a L
·
of meat."
one time, as it was strictly necessary that a sharp
"All right," answered Robedee, and then the watch
must be kept. It fell to the lot of Robedee
-scout turned his horse and went cantering back and Lively
Rick to take the first turn, and abvut
to where they had left the carcass of the· grizzly.
llfter supper the others turned in.
He had not been gone mor e than two or three an hour
At the end of four hours Wild and Charlie got
minutes when our friends heard the sounds of
up a~d took the place of the ,others, leaving Jim
shooting behind them.
he was in his bed
"Charlie has got into trouble I" exclaimed sleepmg as soundly as thoughbefore
the peculiar
at Weston. -It was not long
Wild, wheeling his horse around. "To the rescue,
cry of some night bird, or rathef a good imitaboys!"
Away they dashed over the back track, the tion of one, came to the ears of the two on guard.
"Ge~ ~he l_lorses _in behind th_at pile of rocks,
fleet sorrel leading by several lengths. Young
as
Wild West had his rifle ready for business, for he . Charlie, Wilq whis_Pered to his companion, dicry from a different
certainly expected to get a shot at something he ~eard ,;in ans':"ermg
rection. There is something up."
in a very short time. Two minutes from the
The scout _u nhobbled them and obeyed without
time they had heard the shots they saw Charlie
galloping toward them. The horses were quick- any loss of ~ime. They were now in a very good
pl~ce to resist an attack, if one should be made.
ly reined in.
Wild knew that they could hold the place against
"What's the matter?" asked Wild.
"I had a pretty close call, I guess," was the re- a d~zen, and ~e was not the least bit worried.
ply. "I was not long in getting back to the Agam. and agam the cries of the night bird came
to. their ears, and at the end of perhaps twenty
place, or pretty close to ther place, I should say,
for as soon as I come in sight of ther carcass I mmu~es some small .:itones and loosened dirt came
seen that some one had started a fire right near rattlmg down the cliff in front of them. Wild
peered upw~rd f~om behind the boulder he had
it. They must have got there as soon as we left.
Well, I knowed I had better look out, so I wheeled chosen to sh_1eld himself, and in the dim starlight
h~ caught sight of th!: figure of a man lying on
my horse around and made for cover. Half a
dozen shots were fired at me from behind ther hi_s stomac~ and peermg over the brink of the
chff. He did not shoot, but simply waited. Pretrocks, but not one of 'em touched me. That's
all there is to it. I don't know whether they was ty soon he saw the man rise to his feet and get
back out of sight. Five minutes later he · saw
whites or reds."
"You was mighty lucky to git off so easy," three of thel!l show up near the edge of the cliff
an~ then _his face turned pale, for they wei:-°
observed Lively. "Like as not it is some gang
follerin' usr''
rollmg a big stone to send it crashing .down upo1
kind of animal I do like it is a steak from a

young grizzly."
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those in the camp. He realized this very quickly, was rather tedious work, to be sure, but he was
and his rifle flew to his shoulder:
used to it, and minded it but little. Even if he
Crack I As the whip-like report rang out on was to find a light suddenly turned upon him
the still night air, one of the villainous gang and a dozen revolvers pointed at him he would
above uttered a cry of mortal agony and came not have quailed, but would undoubtedly have
tumbling down almost at the feet of the young got in · the first shot. And that first shot would
deadshot: The other ran back out of sight~.!eav- possibly have meant victory for him. Nerve is
ing the .b oulder at the edge of the cliff. wild's a thing most essential to persons who run great
shot aroused the camp, and one word from him risks. Slowly, but surely, the daring young
was ·sufficient to cause them to get out of danscout worked his way from the camp.
ger. They were not an instant too soon, either,
In about three minutes he came to the point
tor becoming desperate, the men above got be- where he would have to crawl upward over the
hind the big stone and sent it crashing down- rocks. Up he went as silently as a snail working
ward. It narrowly missed one of the horses, but its way from the bottom of a well. He was
did no damage whatever.
gradually drawing nearer to the place where his
"Steady, now, boys!" exclaimed Young Wild enemies were located. Never once did he think
West, in a voice that was as cool as though he of failing to gain his point. Nay! He had alwas going to sit down for a pleasant chat. "Keep
ready made up his mind that if there were not
your eyes above, and whenever you see a man more than half a dozen of them he would tackle
you know what to do."
them single-handed. In ten minutes from the
And they all did know what to do, too. The
time he left the camp he was at the top of the ,
men above them were trying to take their lives,
cliff.
and they felt in duty bound to prevent them, if
The many nooks and crannies that were there
they could, by taking theirs.
suited his purpose admirably. He worked his
In less than ten seconds after Young Wild way along, stopping at almost every foot, until
West made the remark, Cheyenne Charlie's rifle presently he heard whispering voices. Then he
spoke. And with the report another scoundrel
crouched down flat to the ground and listened.
went before his Maker. There was no way to
"It won't do to go down there in the dark,"
tell how many there were of them, and they did he heard one man say. "They would mow us
not know but that· some of them might come upon down before we could get at, them."
·
them from another direction; but one thing was
"Let's wait till daylight, then, and pick 'em
cer~in, Young Wild West did not grow the least off from the cover we've got here," said anbit alarmed over the possible outcome of the af- other.
fair. He was one of the kind who never believe
· "That is the only thing we have got to do,"
in the word fail. Our friends had now drawn
spoke up a third. "We must get hold of that
back into a position where it was impossible for
tobacco pouch that redskin girl took to Young
any boulders or stones to be rolled upon them,
Wild West. There is a fortune in it for the
and when their young leader began to talk jok- seven of us that's left out of the nine."
ingly, they felt perfectly at their ease. Half an
nodded to himself when he heard this.
,,our passed without hearing anything more of It Wild
no other than Hickory Hipe, the outlaw,
their enemies. Then our hero began to grow whowas
had spoken last.
just a trifle nervous.
"So you are· after the legacy old Gray Elk
"Boys," he said, after a lengthy silence, "I left
me, are you?" he muttered under his breath.
guess I will go out on a little scout. I want ta
I'll guarantee that you will never get it-see who our enemies are and learn how many "Well,
not even if I should go under, for I left the piece
they number."
parchment with Arietta, my promised bride."
"You ain't goin' to risk it are you, Wild?" of The
boy could not help smiling there in the
Cheyenne Charlie questioned, as though he
darkness as he thought of this. He had comthought it would not be the proper thing to do.
mitted the Indian writing to memory, so there
"Yes; I am going to risk it. I will go alone,
was no need of his bringing the parchment
and then if anything happens it will all fall upon
along. He meant to keep that- in memory of tlie
me. I have done as risky things before, I think.
chief who 11ad died with a spark of gratitude
From what I have already seen of these fellows, old
in his breast. He remained there for ten minthere is nothing brilliant about them .. · They have _utes
and then being thoroughly satisfied
already lost two men, where they shouldn't have that longer,
the villains meant to remain the re till daylost any, if they had worked their cards anylight, he started to make his way back to the
where near right. If such a gang as that get s
He knew now that he and his· friends
the best of me I will be willing to quit calling camp.
would be perfectly safe till daybreak. That is,
myself a scout."
·
of course, if.. they stayed there. But Young
That settled it. Not another wor d was said.
Wild West did not intend to stay there in the
Wild soon got himself in r eadiness to le ave the
little glade. He had already decided upon a
camp. He simply laid aside his rifle and explan of action. As cautiously as he had come
amined his brace of revolvers to make sur e they
made his way ba ck, though it was hardly
were in perfect order and r eady for instant u se. nheecessary,
soon he crawled right into the
"Now, boys, lay low and keep your eyes - camp beforeand
those waiting for him were a ware
peeled," was all he said.
of it . He ha d been gone just a half hour.
Then he quietly crawled away under the shad"Whew!" exclaimed Lively Rick, in a hoarse
ows of the t r ees in the little· glade. As exper t
whisper, when Wild appeared before him. "You
!lS he was, Wild never allowed himself to get in
are a wonder, rou are. I'll bet there ain't anLhe least bit careless in his movements. He
other man livin as could have got here without
worked his way along as though it was a matter
us knowin' it."
of life or death to him; as though the crackling
"I must say that I caught you all napping,"
>f a sinirle twiir meant that he would be lost. It
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was · the reply. "You should keep your ears
open."'
·
·
"We did have 'em open, but you never made a
sound," answered Charlie, shaking his :ti,ead as
though he was angered at himself for not haying heard his friend's approach.
"Well, I have found out all we want to know,
I guess."
·
·
"How many of them are there?" queried Jim.
"Seven; and their leader is Hickory Hipe."
"What!"
~ "And they are following us for the purpose of
getting the legacy Gray Elk left me."
· "Get out!"
·
"Yes. The outlaw leader seems to know just
what Tripping Fawn, the Indian maiden, brought
me the night ·before last."
·
This· news was astonishing to them, and they
could not help thinking that they were very
lucky· mortals to have such a brilliant leader as
Young Wild West.
•
"Now, then," resumed Wild, "we are going to
leave this place one at a time. Lively, you get
your horse and go first. Go straight south and
wait half a mile below."
Without waiting for anything further, Livelystarted to obey. In a few minutes he had got
away .from the camp without making any noise to
speak of. Then the rest followed one at a time,
Wild being the last one to leave, and finally the
camp was deserted.
· And all unconscious of what had taken place,
Hickory Hipe and his villainous gang remained
upon the cliff, waiting for the light of day to
come, so they could pick off the men they followed
from behind the rocks.

CHAPTER IX.-The Qutlaws Take in the First
Trick.
Our friends rode along for about two miles after they met, and then Wild picked out a suitahle
place, and they went into camp once more.
"We won't be bothered any mo1·e by those. iellows to-night," he observed, "so get all the sleep
you can. We will settle accounts with _Mr. Hickory Hipe in the daylight to-morrow."
All hands now felt perfectly at ease, and soon
those who were not on guard were wrapped in the
arms of Morpheus. The place they had chosen to
remain the balance of the night was on a gentle
_ slope about two hundred yards from the trail.
There was quite a thick growth of stunted oaks
there, so they were pretty secure from observation. Shortly after dawn Wild climbed one of
the tallest trees and took a look around. He could
see the spot where they had camped in the early
part of the evening quite plainly. But the cliff
where the outlaws were could not be discerned,
owing to a high projection this side of it. The
boy had not been up in the tree Ion~ when he saw
moving figures on the trail near their old camp.
"They have discovered that we a1·e missing," he
thought, "and they are coming this way."
Wild waited long enough to make sure that he
was right in his supposition, and then descended
the tree.
· "We will move on at once, I guess," he said,
"The outlaws a1·e moving this way. We will go
on till we strike a place where there is water and
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grass and then go. into camp. We can be on the
lookout for them when they come along and make
it. hot for them."
Tlwse who were still sleeping were aroused in
short order, and then the party mounted and rode
away to the south. The trail was in a pretty fair
condition for riding, so they kicked up quite , a
smart pace. Before five miles had been covered
they came to a spot that could not have suited
them better for a camping place if it had been
made to order. Both grass. and water were there
and it was so situated that no one could well approach it without ·b eing easily seen.
"Now I guess we can take things a little easy,"
observed Jack Robedee. "I know what I am going to do."
. "What are you going to do?" inqui.red Lively
Rick.
"I'm goin' to try fishin' in that stream. It
looks to me as though there were trout there."
"Well, maybe there be, but I reckon you've
got !!11 ther fish now that you'll catch." ·
"J'ust wait an' see," and Robedee went to his
saddlebags and soon produced a hook ~Jld line.
Then, while the rest were attending to the
horses and fixing things up in general, he cut a
rod and dug up some angle worms. A few minutes later he was seated on a rock near the spot
where the current of the mountain stream ran the
swiftest. • He had scarcely cast his line in than he
got a bite, and, mu.ch to the surprise of Lively
Rick, who had followed him out of curiosity, he
landed a j?ood-sized fish.
"Whew!" exclaimed Lively.
"I told you so"; and then Jack calmly landed
another, which was much larger than the first.
He had great luck for the next ten minutes,
catching eighteen fish. Then they ceased to bite.
But Robedee was satisfied. He did not believe in
catching any more than he could use, anyway, so
he gave it up and started in to help Lively clean
them. Charlie had started a fire, and when ho
saw the fish brought in and deposited on the
grass, he stared in amazement.
"How will they go for breakfast?" asked Jack,
with a grin.
"Fine. Hello, Wild and Jim! Come over and
see what Jack has been doing."
The boys who were keeping watch up the trail
for the appearance of the outlaws promptly walked to the fire. They did not know that Jack had
been fishing, and, of course, were agreeable surprised when they saw his catch. The eighteen fish
would easily weigh ten pc-unds, so that made ample enough to cook for their breakfast. The fish
were soon prepared and the coffee put on, and
then all they had to do was to wait. Meanwhile,
Wild was seeing to it that a good watch was being kept in every direction. He knew Hickory Hipe
was a very reckless scoundrel, and there wa'S no
telling what move he might make. But the minutes flitted· by and the gang failed to put in an
appearance.
"I know what is the matter," said Wild. "They
h_ave seen the smoke from Ol'.r fire, and have halted to talk matters over, or else go into camp, the
same as we have."
"That's right," answered Jim. "They have gone
into camp. See that thin column of smoke going
up over there?"
"Yes. They are burning the lightest kind of
wood, so their fire won't make much smoke. l
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wonder what they think we are? As if we couldn't
see a column of smoke, no matter how thin it
was!"
The prince of the saddle laughed at the thought.
He was not afraid of their camp being found by.
their enE\Jllies, and a fire had been started just the
same as if they had been out for sport, and no
danger lurked near; But the outlaws were making a miserable attempt to conceal their movements. Our friends took their time and ·enjoyed
their breakfast. After they had eaten to their
full desires, pipes and cheroots were lighted, and '
then they made ready to resume their journey to
the three peaks. According to the parchment they
ought to reach the place by nightfall, as the sun
would have risen and set twice since they started
by that time. They kept on at a good pace when
they once got started. Wild riding well in the
rear, on the lookout for their enemies. He was not
going to allow them to make a sudden rush from
the rear and give them a voll~y before they could
get to cover. The boy depended on his experience
as a scout 4i_Q prevent them from doing that. Nothing was seen of Hickory Hipe and his gang, however, and when noon came our friends halted for
the usual rest and refreshmen t. Charlie and
Lhely Rick had been fortunate enough to shoot
som_e game on the way, so there was a prospect of
ha:vmg a good dinner: While it was being cooked,
Wild, who was walking round the camp, rifle in
hand, suddenly saw a man approachin g. holding up
a stick to which a white rag was tied.
"A flag of truce!" he exclaimed; and then h~
waited to see what was coming.
. The othei:,s had seen it by this time, but only
Jim walked over to where his chum was standing.
The man who was approachin g was a hang-do~looking fellow, and he seemed to be rather timid
about coming to them.
"Come right on; don't be afraid," called out
Wild. "You don't suppose we would lift a gun
against you when you are holding up a white rag
do you? We are not built that way, if you and
your gang are. What's wanted, anyway?"
"I've got a note for yer," replied the man, as
he came forward uneasily.
"Fetch it along."
The fellow did so. Young Wild West unfolded
a piece of greasy paper that had been torn from
a note-book and read the following:
"TO YOUNG WILD WEST AND FRIENDS :
WARNING !
"We know the mission you are on, and warn
you to turn back at once. If you persist in going
after Gray Elk's legacy we will see to it that you
will never retui-n to Weston alive. We will force
yon along till we get you where 'We want you
and then kill you off at our leisure. You think w~
cannot do this, but fail to turn back and you wiU
see.
(Signed)
"DICK SPRUCE,
"HICKERY HIPE."
"Whew!" whistled Wild; "so our friend the
gambler, is with the gang, is .he? Well, I ard real
glad tci learn that. Now, then, Mr. Messenger, I
will write an answer, which you can t~ke back to
your friends with my complimen ts."
·
·
Jack had part of a note-book in his saddlebags ,
and as soon as he produced it Wild sat down on

a stone and wrote the following reply to the note:
"To Dick Spruce, Hickory Hipe, and all the other
loafers in the gang :
"I am goin~ straight ahead with my friends,
and we are gomg to get the legacy Gray Elk left
me. As you have warned me, I now tell you that
UJ?-less you ½:eep away from us you will be rid<;lled
with lead pills before the rise and set of another
sun. I am not like such as you, for I always "keep
my word. Yours,
.
YOUNG WILD WEST."
The boy foWed this and handed it to the messenger.
.
"Tell them to read this carefully," was all he
said, and away went the man, acting as though
he was very glad to get out of the presence of
Young Wild West and his friends.
"Now, then, boys, we will wait a little while
and see if they are going to attack us right away.
I hope they are, for I would like to have this thing
over with."
"So :would I," nodded Jim. "I don't get what
you might call nervous, but I don't 'like waiting
in such cases as this. If we have 1rot to fight
why, I say fight as soon as possible.!'
'
"Well, it wouldn't be policy for us to attack
them, unless we cacght them somewhere in the
open."
"I know that. Let them do the attacking and
let them do it as soon as they want· to."
'
At the end of half an hour, as they saw nothing
of the outlaws, the party in search of the Indian
chief's legacy resumed their journey.
'.'Tak~ it ~~sy, boys, and keep a sharp watch,"
said Wild.
It may be that we will get a chance
to pick one or two of them off on the way."
T_hey were _all wai~ing for just such an opportunity, and Lively Rick was the first to get it. He
caught a glimpse of a man sneaking across an
open space with a big tin flask in his hand. He
was going for water, but he never got it, for the
rifle of the man from Devil Creek spoke, and the
outlaw rolled over on the ground with a bullet in
his brain.
"That leaves six," said Wild, with a nod of satisfaction. "That was a pretty good shot Lively."
"~ think rm improvin' somewhat since '1 got acquainted with you, ' was the reply. "I guess it is
coolness what does the business."
"Coolness counts every time. Every one ought
~o kno~ that, no matter what they are going to do.
rhc mmute a man gets excited he is bound to
make a mistake."
Being quite s,ue that they would see no more
of the outlaws for a while, our friends mounted
their horse~ and r o~e on down the rough and irregular trail. N othmg occurred to mar the peacefulness of their journey, except the killing of another grizzly by Cheyenne Charlie, and about five
in_the afternoon they found themselves at the foot
of three narrow, towering peaks. And there was
the waterfall and the broken tree right before
them. Gray Elk had not written falsely.
"We a~ here, boys," exclaimed Young Wild
West. "Now, the first thing to be done is to fix
up a camr that we will be able to hold against
a E.core, if it should become necessary. We have
to remain here a week, as we don't know where
the gold Gray Elk mentioned in his letter really
is."
"We'll find it. all right, I guei::s," retorted Jack.
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"I wonder where Hickory Hipe an' Spruce are?"
"What do you say if we roll some of these rocks
against the fallen tree and form a kinder breast retorted Charlie.
.
"Probably scouting around, the same as we
works?"
.
are."
"That will do, I think," nodded our hero.
"I s'pose so. Say, Jim!"
That was enough to spur them on to work. As
"What?" asked the boy, looking in surprise at
soon as they had given the .horses the full length
,of their lariats, they started in with a vim. It the rather queer expresiion that was on his comwaJi heavy work, but they kept on till they had panions face.
"See that big bowlder there?"
pil&i up rocks and boulders and made it resemble
"Yes," and Dart shrugged his shoulders.
a miniature fort. They could not have found a
"If that was shoved over it would just about
better place to stand a siege if they had hunted
the mountain over. The three towering peaks ran strike in ther embers of that fire below us!"
"I ½now that, Charlie. According _to my judgup so, straight that it was utterly impossible for
even a goat to climb them, so there could come no ment 1t would mash those three men mto a jelly."
"I don't s'pose it ought to be done; but they'd
danger from the rear. And in the front they had
formed the circular barricade, leaving the rushing do it to us if they got ther chance."
. "I know they would.. But we couldn't do a thing
torrent thl\t fell from the rocks above on the left
and an openi_n g to go in and out on the right. The hke that. It would be real murder to do it."
"You are right it would be murder, so you had
next thing in order was to start a fire, and this
was snon done. By the time supper was ready it better not do it!" exclaimed a voice behind them
was dark, but as they had already arranged their and turning, they found Hickory Hipe and Dick
pickets they felt safe enough. The thought of Sp,ru~e standing over them with leveled revolvers.
Nipped! by Jingo!" cried Cheyenne Charlie,
finding a pile of golden treasure, and the fact that
sliding his hand for his revolver.
there were six outlaws thristing for their blood
"Don't touch it, or I'll blow you to kingdomcaused a feeling of more or less excitement to pre·vail_among our friends. Wild decided that they come !" said Spruce, t-hrusting his weapon within
would make no effort to find the treasure until six inches of the scout's face.
Charlie knew perfectly well that the villain had
morning. They were pretty well tired out and
needed what rest the outlaws might be willing to the drop on him, so he remained quiet.
"Put your hands behind you!" commanded the
give them. Though they expected to be attacked
outlaw captain. "Hurry up, now! We are not in
before morning, no such thing happened, and
shprtly after the sun came up they were hustling the humor to fool with you. Ther better you mind
to get their breakfast and start in on the hunt for what we say ther longer you'll live."
Both our friends were believers in the timethe treasure. Charlie and Jim wanted to take
a scout around the vicinity to see where the out- honored saying that "while there is life therP. is
laws were located, so Wild told them to go ahead. hopei" so they submitted to being captured. Being
The two left at once. They went off to the -right, a prisoner was much better than being dead. A
intendjng to make a circle back to the camp. , B oth prisoner doomed to die did not always die, but a
were experienced in this sort of business, as the dead man never came back. That was the logic
reader knows, and they worked their way along ?f th~ situation, and both Jim and Cheyenne realwith the utmost caution. When they were a dis- ized 1t only too well. In a very short time the
hands of the two were securely tied behind their
tance of perhaps three hundred yards from camp,
backs·and their. weapons taken from them. Then
Jim began to sniff the ai r.
.
"Smell a nything?" a sked Cheyenne, in a whis- Hickory Hipe ordered them to rise to their feet
They did this soon enough, and then they wer~
per.
"Coffee," was tile reply. "It don't come from conducted back into the bushes and thence down a
our camp, either, because the wind is not the right winding descent to the ravine below. When the
two villains marched up the ravine with their
way."
"That's r ight. There! I smell it: too. Them prisoners, the three men sprang up from around
fellers are around close by. Funny we can' t see th"! fire and uttered yells of approval. That was
where they made a mistake; but none of them
any smoke from their fire, though."
·
seemed to realize it.
"I wonder if they ain't in that ravine over
there? If they are the smoke from their fire
would get lost before it got up here."
"That's just it. I'll bet a plug of tobacco that
CHAPTER X.-The Indian Chief's Legacy.
they are there!"
"W 11
'II
fi d t"
d J" b
(',..s soon as Jim and Charlie had gone Young
e , we soon n ou , an
im egan movWild West began to make a thorough exam1·naing along in the direction of the ravine.
In a few minutes they were at a spot where
tion of th e pl~ce.
they could look down into the ravine with the
"The gold, if th ere really is any, must be right
greatest of ease. It did not take them a second to
here somewhere," he said, putting his foot on
catch sight of the camp of the men almost direct~he grou nd near th e butt of the fallen tree. "This
ly below them. There were four of the men sit- ·is th e neareS t point to the little waterfall and
ting down eating near the embers of a fire, and • acco rd ing to Gray Elk's description, that is ~here
it is supposed to be located."
one was walking around smoking his pipe, with a
"L t' d.
rifle resting in the hollow of his arms. The other
s ig a little a nd find out," suggested
Jack eRobedee.
two belonging to the party were nowhere to be
"That's it," spoke up Lively Rick and he
seen.
picked up one of the picks they had bro~ght with
"One of those fellows ·is the man I shot in the
them.
arm over at the Gazoo," whispered Jim. "I never
"Dig right here, Lively," said Wild, making a
the other three; they are strangers."
mark on tile ground with the heel of his boot.

-.w
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dropped to the
Rick struck in, and as soon as he had broken and as many of the outlaws wounded.
With
mortally
the hard dirt a little Jack brought a shovel e.nd ground either dead or
hands, Young Wild West
started in. Young Wild West was doing two his smoking- rifle in his
things now. He was watching his two friends came dashing to the spot.
"Just in time, old fellow!" cried Jim, with a
work, and at the same time keeping his eyes
"peeled" for some signs of the ' outlaws. Five joyful look on his pale face.
"There is no mistake about that," answ6-ed
minutes later he suddenly heard a faint cheerof his'lwo
ing in the' distance. It was very faint at the first Wild, ·as he quickly severed the bonds
ife. Charlie had
sound, but when the echoes began to sound it was friends with his sharp lmnting-kn
it difficult for
as plain as though it came from some one not been choked just enough to make
him to spe~k, but as soon as he could he exover a hundred yards away.
" Stop!" cried Wild to the two men who were claimed fervently:
"Thank you, Wild. Anna came mighty near
digging. "Something has happened to Jim and
, being a widow that time. And look what a dis·
Charlie."
her-her husband
"What do you mean?" gasped Jack, who h~d ·g race it would have been uponoutlaws!"
, hanged by a miserable gang of
.
no! h!!ard the sounds.
"Well, I don't think any of these four will ever
I JUS~ heard someone <;heermg as though they
"I
were delighted at some~~ng. It could not ha.ve try to hang anybody again," was the reply.
them a
of
one
every
gave
and
nerve
my
kept
•
.
,,
know:
,You.
boy~,
.
our
be~n
Hipe
No;_ it amt hkely it was them, admitted bullet in the right spot. Now for Hickory
Spruce!"
Dick
and
.
,
.
.
R~~ee. .
"They couldn't have got very far," said Jim.
Then it must have been Hickory Hipe s gang•
"I don't know about that; they were running ·
they are the only peote ~round here th at we
like deers when they struck cover. I must admit
k~?w o~, ex~;Pt ourse ves.
8
they moved altogether too quick for me, for
that
.
h
h
.
..That so.
sent the bullet that cut the rope
Well, you two Jus~ keep a watc on t e c'.1mp I had hardly
and the horses; don_t do any more work till I when they leaped away."
?"
h
t k
d'd
"H
come back, I am gomg to see what cause~ that
" ow 1 you come o !10"';, we we.re ere
cheering."
I heard a ~reat cheermg.
That was all he said, and the next moment
~hose _fellows when
he was making for the direction he judged the . "That cheermg _was from
V:7e were_ marched mto,,the ravme with our hands
sounds had come from.
.
Wild was very anxious, -and he made his way tied ibehm!l our backs.
Dart pointed to the four bodies on the ground as
along as fast as he could. He made no mista~e
in ju<lging the direction, and in a very short he spoke.
"Well, come on!" exclaimed Wild. "If WE: want
time, he had reached the point where the capwe had better get at 1t. We
ture of Jim and Charlie had taken place. . He to. find the other twobury
these carcasses later. I
had nothing to go by as the ground was so hard will come back and
here that there were 'no traces of any one having, wonder where the horses of the gang are?"
He pushed his way t9r ough a clump of bushes
been there, but when he had listened for a minsuddenly ,saw . the
ute he heard the unmistakab le sound of voices revolver in ha:od, and then of
luxuriant grass.
horses grazing on a big patch
.
from below.
them there, whi~h ~old the
Then he simply crawled to the edge of the Ther e were fouz: of away
the two villams had
ravine and peered over. He gave a start, for the story that run;nmg
sight that met his gaze was certainly surprising. taken the othe1· two.
"Here are four pretty good horses with 110 one
Standing on the ground beneath a gnarled tree
we had
were Jim and -Charlie, their hands tied behind to ride them," ob3erved Charlie. "I s'pose
them and the six ·outlaws were gathered around ibetter turn 'em loose."
,
·
"Certainly ."
them' arguing over something. He looked for a
This was. don~, and then the trail o_f the two
way to get down the ravine, and soon found o~e.
scounIn less than a minute he had reached a pomt that had been ridden off by the toescapmg
the other end
! an along
that was nearly on a level with the gl'Oup, and drels was . f ound. Itmile
away, and then turned to
less than Jl hundred yards distant from them. of the ravme half a
He now saw that the villains had decided to the north.
"I gues;S they have got enough of us," said
hang their prisoners. The outlaws seemed to
have. taken the ba<:k
have only one lariat to spare, for they made a Young Wild West . ".They
m a case of this
volumes
speaks
that
and
ack,
r
t
Cheyenne
of
neck
the
around
it
placed
and
noose
.
kind."
first,
him
hang
to
intending
Charlie, evidently
just
men
the
following
in
use
no
was
There
The
dose.
his
Jim
give
and
and then cut him down
more important business on
end of the lariat was thr own over a limb,. and then; they had other and
went back to camp. Jack
then the men made ready to launch the brave hand, so they turned
relieved when they
scout into eternity. But Young Wild West al- and Lively were very much
s returning, and when
ready had his rifle leveled, and when the rope • saw their three companion
the story of the narrow estightened about the neck of Charlie it cracked. lt they had listened to Jim
they felt so good at seewas certainly a remarkable shot, for the lariat cape of Charlie and
h.eartY,
was severed a foot above the scout'·s head, 'and the ing them alive that they gave them a
sudden release caused him to drop in a heap to handshake.
"Jack, you and Lively can take a couple of
the ground.
ravine and bury the
At the report two of the men made a dash for shovels and go over to theshoot,'!
remarked Wild,
fellows I was compelled to
cover, and reached it.
can go with~
They were the leading spirits of the gang, too. a few mfuutes later. "Charlie
Dia
Then four shots rang out in rapid succession, for I guess he needs a liWe exercise to pt
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blood in circulation. His wind was pretty nearly

shut off when I cut him down with a bullet."
"That's just what's ther matter," laughed the
scout. "I do need a little exercise, so I will pilot
the boys to the ravine and let them bury the coy·
otes, while I look on."
The three hurried off without the least hesitation to the rather grewsome task assigned to them.
Wild and Jim set· in to digging for the gold, both
feeling that they were net likely to be disturbed
again. About a foot down they found a slab of
rock, and th!!n they thought they ~ad surely .found
what .they were looking for. But they ·were disappointed, for when they had pried the slab up
they found nothing but plain, ordinary dirt.
"There is one thing certain," said our hero, in a
hopeless tone, "that slab was put there for a pur- ·
pose. I am going_to dig down a few feet farther
·
if it takes a week."
-"That's the way to talk!" exclaimed his chum.
"Like you, I am of the opinion that we have struck
·
·
· the right . place."
· When they had dug another foot they came to a
big stone which would require considerable labor
to remove. The hole would have to be enlarged
. so it co'uld be shifted. For over half an hour the
two worked at it, and then as they saw their three
companbns coming back they gave it up for a
while."
"Ther villains are all buried," said Cheyenne
Charlie, "an' I found my knife in ther belt of
. one of 'em. That makes me glad that I went
along."
"Good!" answered Wild. "Now, come here and
see what you can do in the way of digging up
rocks."
"What do you want to git that stone out
for·?" he asked, as he peered into the hole.
"Because 1 think there is something under it
.
that is worth• digging for."
"All right, then, but it seems to me that we
might dig in some other place jest as weil. We
don't know when• ther gold is, if there is any."
"It is under this stone, I am pretty sure. of
that. See the slab that we dug up before we struck
_
- the stone."
Charlie made. an examination of the stone slab,
and then nodded. "That's all rio-ht," he said
"That looks as though it was cut to fit something."
Then all hands began digging, and under their
united efforts the dirt began to fly with a vengeance. In a few minutes the big stone was tak. en out, and then the digging was comparatively
easy again. They had enlarged the hole to about
the size of an ordinary grave, and when they
were about six feet down they found that it was a'
grave. They had struck human bones, sure
"Yimr legacy is one of Gray Elk's ancestors, I
guess," remarked Jim Dart, with a laugh.
'l'he skeleton, which was surely that of an Indian, had been there a long time, and when the
scout took hold of it the bones fell to pieces. While
he was scraping away with his shovel he suddenly
discovered another slab of stone, much smaller
than the first one they unearthed. It was but the
work of a minute for him to pry this up, and when
he did remove it he jumped bolt upright, and ex-claimed:
"Gee whiz! Look there!"
In the bottom of the grave was an earthen pot
of ancient manufacture filled to the brim with a
glistening mass of gold coins:
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CHAPTER X.I.-Conclusion.
Charles insisted on having the privilege of digging around the earthen pot so it could be lifted
out. When it had been placed on the surface of
the ground, all hands proceeded to make an examination of it. The coins were all alike-five
dollar gold pieces, bearing the date of 1855, with
the stamp of a California mining company on
them. They had never been in circulation, as the
looks of them plainly indicated. How the coins
had come to be buried there in that wild spot
beneath the body of an Indian warrior was a
·
mystery.
. "Well, boy~, there is no use bothering our heads
as to how this money got here," said Wild after
a silence had reigned for perhaps a minut~. "It
is here, and that is the best part of it. Now
· then, we will cover up the bones, and then <livid~
the coins into five parts."
The division then took place, and each found
-himself the possessor of a · modest .little fortune
though in those days in -the Black Hills such sum~
-wou-ld not have counted for a great lot. As there
·was nothing to keep them there, our friends de'cided to start for Weston at once. It did not take
them long to pack up, and one hour later they
"left the three peaks and the fallen tree and the
waterfall behind them.
"I am so::ry those fellows interfered with us,"
said Wild, as they rode along. "But I suppose
they couldn't help it. It is the nature of such
men as Hiclrnry Hipe and Dick Spruce to do
wrong to their fellow-creatures, and as they may
do more murdering and plunderihg, the sooner
they are wiped out the better it will be. Boys,
it runs in my head that we will come across them
before we get back to Weston."
They rode on till darkness overtook them, and
then after a short consultation concluded to keep
. on till they got to the place where they had last
camped before reaching the three peaks.
As they reached the spot an hour or so later
Cheyenne Charlie caught the gleam of a campfire.
"I guess we have found e'm," he said.
"Halt a11d dismount," remarked Wild, in a low
.
tone.
He tied his horse to a tree, and the others followed suit.
·'Now we wilt see who is camping there," he
··
said, coolly.
They made their way softly along for a few
yards and then reached a point where they could
see the brightly burning fire. Before it sat two
men smoking pipes and playing cards with a timeworn p·ack. Cheyenne Charlie raised his rifle t)
his shoulder, but dropped it again instantly. The
two men were the ones he was looking for, but he
did not have the heart to drop them in cold blood.
Mctioning his friend s to stay where they were, he
stepped boldly forward where the outlaws could
see him and let out a yell that caused them to
grab their rifles and spring to their feet. The
whip-like report of Charlie's rifle rang out, and
Dick Spruce, who was in the act of firing at him,
fell to the ground dead. Hickory Hipe threw
down his rifle and held up his hands.
"That won't do!" cried the scout, speaking in a
hoarse t::me that was full of meaning. "You've
got to fight, Hickory Hipe. I've heard you brag
1

,
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that nothing could scare you, so now you've got
to fight. How will you have it?"
The outlaw's face was as pale as death, and he
trembled slightly as he stepped forward and drew
an ugly-lookin g knife from his belt.
"Well, if I've fOt to fight, I'll take my chance
with my bowie,' he said. "Ther game is all
played but ther last trick, an' if I take that in I
want to be allowed to go."
"You kin go if you take ther trick," answered
t.he scout, with something like' a chuckle. "Now,
.
then, are you ready?"
The two men stepped into the firelight, one each
,ide of the body of the dead gambler. Cheyenne
Charlie was earnest and confident, and the outlaw
Without another
was trembling and fearful.
word the two knives came together. Clash I Clash!
The sparks flew from the tempered steel like the
sizzling of dampened powder, and even Young
Wild West became spellbound for a moment. The
s.cout was more than anxious to kill the scoundrel
he was battling with, but he did not loes a bit of
~he caution he possessed. He jumped nimbly
about and parried the savage thrusts made at him
with the greatest of ease. Hickory Hipe was
growing desperate. He realized that he had no
ehance by attempting to ·be scientific, so he rushed
in to do or die. And he died I Cheyenne · Charlie
took a quick step to the right; his glistening
blade was raised, a dull thud, and the heart of
the outlaw was severed in twain I
"Let the carrion lay where it is," the scout remarked, as he wiped his knife on the shirt of the
dead _gambler and walked to where his friends
were standing. "I have had my revenge, and I am
satisfied."
"We will bury them," said Wild. "You need
not help, though. Jack, how about it?"
"With ther greatest of pleasure," was the reply.
"I'd like to be able to bury all such miserable
scoundrels as them two was."
The campfire was all lighted for them, so after
the bodies had been covered up, they washed the
dust of their journey from themselves and prepared a late supper. The next morning they got
up and resumed their way to Weston. No one interfered with them after that during the trip, and
.
in due time they reached home.
"Well," said pretty Arietta Murdock, when she
had listened to Wild's story of the adventure that
befell th~m on their tri_p to the three peaks and
back. "I suppose you will settle down for good
now, won't you?"
"I can't promise you that, little one," was the
laughing reply. "There is a wnole lot for me to
do in this world yet, I think."
And so there was, as will be told later.

. The architects of the present building were
Anthemis .of Trallis, and Isodore of Miletus. New
taxes were imposed in order to raise the funds
necessary for the constructio n of the edifice1
which ·was to be built of such costly material
as to surpass in magnificen ce the famous temple
of Solomon.
Every kind of marble that could be procured
for · the columns-w hite marble with pink veins
from Phrygia, green and blue marble from Libya,
black marble ~ith white veins, and white marble
with black veins, granite from Egypt, and por.
phy,ry from Sais.
Ten thousand men were employed upon the
work, and it was completed if eight years. The
edifice is crowned with a gigantic cupola, surrounded by nine smaller one. They are supported
by four columns each, and between them are
eight porphyry columns from the Temple· of the
Sun at Baablek.
Four green pilasters from the Temple of
Ephesus support the women's choir, and there
are sixty-seven other columns, all of granite or,
red marble, and delicately carved, in various'
parts of the building. Inside the green cupola
is an inscription fr.om 'the Koran, in gold letters
thirty feet high, meaning, "God is the light of
heaven and earth."
At the four corners of the central portion of
the building are representat ions of the four
seraphim in mpsaic, originally called archangels ,
but now named Abubekr, Omar, Osman and Ali.
The original site of the altar and pulpit have
been altered, being now placed in a southea~tei :n
direction (toward Mecca); and the pulpit IS
adorned with two flags as a sign of the triumph
of Mahometan ism over Judaism and Christianit y.
Nothing now remains of the original altar, and
all the more valuable articles in the church were
distributed by Sultan Mahommed among his
troops at the capture of Constantin ople in 1453.
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• Terry, the Texan
-OR-

-Tue Mustang Herders of the Rio Grande
By DICK ELLISON
(A Serial Story)
CHAPTER XVIII.
The Prairie Fire.
Here they found about thirty of the mustan~
the Mexicans had been riding, and upon examinmg them, they found that every one of them
bore the brand of the Lone Star Ranch.
"By Jove!" exclaimed Terry. "These nags belong to San Rosa, and must have been stolen from
him by those scoundrels!"
"That's one lucky haul!" laughed Bill.
"Now, let all hands scatter around the cave
anc:i"see if we can 't unearth the gold."
The herders set to work with a will.
-Terry aided them, and within a few minutes a
diligent search was going on, each one anxious to
find the treasure.
The young Texan soon made an odd discovery.
"Where are the two wagons, Bill?" the boy
asked the ranchero as he strode toward Terry,
who was in the middle of the cavern.
"Pard, they wuz took ter the ranch."
"Send a couple of men after th~m right
away."
"Why?"
"To carry this away."
,
,,
And as Terry spoke, he stooped, seized an iron
ring, pulled up a square slab of stone, and re\Tealed a dark opening;
Bili held his torch over it.
A small chamber w as revealed, and in it were
the bags of gold.
- "Whoopee !" roared the delighted giant. "Ther
gold! Ther gold! Hey, pards, all o' ye come
here quick. Terry has found the gold!"
All the h erders rushed to the spot and saw the
be.gs.
Then a tremendous cheer pealed forth from
their lips that made tne old cavern echo and
reached from end to end.
When the two herders reached the cavern with
the ore-wagons, the bags w~re reloaded upon
them, and· were driven away, with Terry in the
lead.
Behind them came the whole troop of herders,
each one having several of the captured mustangs
at the ends of their lariats, and in the middle
of the cava lcade rode the Mexican prinsoner.
Just as the sun was going down, they reached
Don Pedro's residence, and the old hidalgo came
out to meet them, and he overwhelmed them
with praise.
Warmly shaking hands with Terry, he ex-. claimed:
· "I don't know what I should do without you,
my boy. I have not only recovered twenty of my
best mustangs, but as I am a very heavy stockholder in the Black Eagle Mine, you have re:n-
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dered me an immense favor by recovering the
stolen money and the ore."
"Well, -Don," replied the smiling boy, "1 ~idn:1
do it alone. Every one of these herders did h1~
·share. They deserve as much praise as I do."
"Yes, yes. There can be no question about
that. Gentlemen, I thank you, one and all. l
have only one favor more to ask of you. Until
it is granted, we shall have no peace here. I
r efer to my desire to see the Alameda gang
broken up entirely."
"It shall be done, too," said Terry. "We have
decided to cross the Rio Grande no later than tomorrow night, and attack the en~y in their_ own
territory. When the final reckomng comes, either
they will go under or we shall, for there isn't
room enough around here for the two parties to
exist. Ahf Here comes la Senorita Inez!"
The beautiful girl rushed forward impulsively,
and shook the boy's hand.
"I am so glad you have come back, Senor
Terry!" she cried, her big dark eyes sparkling.
"Won't you come into the house and dine with
us?"
"Thank you," answered the boy, his cheeks
flushing .with genuine pleasure at the sight of the
bewit-.:hing little beauty. "I must say I'm pretty
hungry, and so is Bill. We've been having a hard
time of it, and need a square meal. Besides,
senorita, it is such a great pleasure to be in your
company that we can scarcely refuse the invitation on that account alone."
"Ah, Senor Terry, you flatter me," she laughed,
but her soft, olive cheeks wexe suffused with
blushes, as she led the way into the bi!r, cool
dining-room, where the peons were preparing the
table for dinner.
Don Pedro ordered' the herders to be well taken
care of, sent the prisoner over to Red Dog, under
guard, to b~ delivered to the JJheriff, and had the
gold locked in a barn and placed under guard.
He soon joined Terry and Bill, and a delicious
repast was served, during which the boy explained to the old gentleman and his daughter
all that had transpired since the last time they
met.
·
Don Pedro was astonished.
Suddenly there sounded a furious pounding at
the outer door, and it suddenly went open with a
crash and a herder rushed in.
. He was pale, breathless, and bathed in perspiration.
'
Everyone at the table sprang to their feet at
this l'Ude intrusion, and the µian staggered fo1·ward, crying hoarsely:
·
"Don Pedro, I have bad news for you!"
.
"Speak! What is the matter?" excitedlr asked
the hidalgo, his face paling, for he recognized the
)man as one of the night gang, who had gone out
on the range to round up some mustangs that
escaped frGm one of the corrals.
"The prair ie is on fire !"
"Good heavens!"
"A sharp wind is rising, and is blowing in this
direction. If the fire isn't checked, it will sweep
down on this place and wip.e out every house
around here."
"What caused the blaze?"
"The Alameda gang are over on the range.
firing it in a hundred different places, and I fear
that you'll lose every mustang on the ranch WIless quick work is d:>ne to stop the fire."

.
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"Thar's a little water in Buffalo Arroyo from
ther last rainstorm, pard," answered the giant
ranchero. "If we starts a light blaze hyer, it
will run over the ground an' singe ther grass be- .
tween us an' ther stream without roarin' up like
thet big sea o' fire comin' this way. I agree with
you on one p'ir:t; a small blaze won't jump ther
stream like the big one. Any way, it's our only
show ter save ther houses an' ther corrals. I'm
ready ter start ef you is."
"Light up, Bill!" interposed Terry, hurriedly.
As Terry spoke, he bent over, held his torch
close to the ground, and ran along, setting fire
to the prairie in a long streak.
He ran northward, and Bill followed his example, running in the opposite direction, and the
wind fanned the fire into a blaze.
Away rushed the fire with startling rapidity
over the surface of the grass, leaving a charred
and blackened surface behind it.
In the distance the herders had stopped, one by
one, at intervals, and started in to do the same
thing, so that in a short space of time a second
conflagration was racing away over the plain in
advance of the first fire.
The blaze Terry and his men had started went
tearing along until it reached the shallow stream
crossing the range, and as it did not have strength
nor size enough to cross the water, it burned out
at the edge · of the stream.
In this manner, the burned track lay between
the main evnflagration and the larger · part of the
range beyond, in which laid the houses and the
principal corrals, where the most valuable live
stock was kept.
In some instanc~s. the wind blew sparks ever
the water that were big enough to set fire to the ·
grass on the other side, but the herders vigorous.
ly stamped out the blaze.
As soon as the seconrl. fire was well under way,
Terry keenly watched his men, for there was a
tremendous red light glaring over the scene, and
noted all they did.
He waited until the last firebrand was applied,
and then mounted his mustang and shouted to
'
Bill:
"Back to the range as fast as you can go
Bill!"
"Pard, we kin beat the fire easy!"
'"No doubt; but we can't beat those mustangs
rushing this way in advance of the flames very
much."
The giant looked around with a startled expression .on his bearded face, and saw what the boy
referred to.
A quarter of a mile off a scattered herd of mustangs that had been grazing on the range were
being driven toward the east by the pursuing
fire.
'£hey were racing toward Terry and the herd·
ers.
On they thundered, terrified by the avalanche ot
flames roaring on after them, and Bill gasped:
"We'll never round 'em up inter any sort o'
CHAPTER XIX.
order. They've got a panic on 'em wot no man
kin stop on less the fire is put out. It's actually
Downing the Fire Fiend.
as much as our lives is worth to stay here. They'll
"Bill!" exclaimed Terry, as he pulled up a tuft run us down in short order. Bust ahead, Terry}
of the drv prairie grass and lit it with a match, Bust ahead!"
"we have ·got to fight that prairie fire with a good
The boy dug spurs into Ginger's flanks.
deal of caution, or we may make the situation
(To be continued)
·
worse..''

The shock of this news was tremendous.
Alrea<ly they could see the distant red glare in
:he sky by glancing through the open windows.
With a groan, Don Pedro sank back in h!s
:hair, and his terrified daughter rushed to his
;ide, flung her arms around his neck, and, burst.ng into tears, she cried: •
"Oh, papa! Papa! What shall we do?"
"This is a case of revenge!" exclaimed Terry
·
>itterly.
"Blast them yaller coyotes!" Bill fairly shouted.
'Has this hull ranch got ter be wir,ed out jest
,o satisfy them demons? Terry, cant nuthin' be
,:lid?"
All eyes were turned upon the boy, for he h~d
not lm,t his wits and given away to the pamc
that posscsi;ed them.
He went to the window and peered out.
An expression of deep resolution spread over
his face, and he slapped his sombrero on his head
and started for the door.
"Inez!" he exclaimed. "We are going to fight
those flames. I'll :save this ranch from destruction or I'll never come back alive."
"Heaven grant that you may succeed; Terry!"
the girl answered fervently.
"If you don't," added her father hoarsely, "I'll
be a ruined man."
The boy waved his hand to them and rushed
from the ·room, followed by Bill and the herder,
and found everyone irl the settlement in a panic. ,
All the herders were in a bunch near the _stable
when Terry joined them, and the boy faced the .
crowd and demanded:
"Will you helo me to fight that fire?"
"Yes! ·Yes! Yes!" came. the reply from everyone.
"Then get out your mustangs, mount, and follow meP'
In a few minutes they were ready, ,and Terry
flung himself into the saddle and they went galloping away.
Out on the plains they dashed like a whirlwind,
and the boy headed toward a tremendous sea of
flame and smoke out on the prairie, which was being driven toward him by the wind.
On, on, on they raced, the boy shouting his instructions to the men as they preceeded at that
breakneck pace.
They finally crossed a narrqw stream.
Mile after mile was covered, and they soon
1vere dangerously near the enormous wall of roaring flames darting from thA gro~nd to the ~ky ·
with its clouds of smoke and myriads of flashmg
soarks.
Terry reined in and dismounted.
"Now, boys!" he shouted. "Go! Half of you
north, and the other half :,outh!"
The party split, and raced away in both directions, leaving Terry and Bill alone with their
mustangs in the path of that awful sea of roaring
fire.
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ARTICl,..ES
INTERESTING
1

WHAT HERRINGS GIVE US
From the scales of herring, sardines and shad
comes an essence that is expected to be an import.ant product of the Pacific Coast. Artificial
pearls are made from it. Mixed with celluloid,
it imparts a lasting sheen to toilet articles. It
also gives glitter to Christmas tree t;rimmings
and to the tops of parasols.

..

BRIEF, BUT POINTED
The bakers in France are subjected to unusual
rules and regulations. In large fortified towns,
for instance, they must always have a certain
stock on hand in case of war. Not only this,
but everywhere they have to deposit a sum of
money in the hands of the municipal authorities
as a surety of good conduct. The authorities
ialso fix the price at which bread is sold.
HOSPITAL SHIPS EXEMPT FROM
CAPTURE
According to the rules of civilized warfare,
hospital ships are exempt from capture. They
must, however, fly the Red Cross flag as well as
All hospital ships are
their national flag.
painted white, with a broad green band running
right around the hull. The medical, hospital and
religious staff of any captured ship cannot be
made prisoners of war.
SHE TOOK THE HINT
A popular English author was wholly incapacitated from work by a lady who lived next
door and strummed through Handel's "Messiah."
His idea of the inviolability of an Englishman's
house did not allow him to send in any messages,
and he was at his wits' end till he saw in a
daily ·paper that steam whistles -could be bought
to fit on to keitle spouts. He provided himself
with one and put the kettle on the fire in the
room nearest the singer. As soon as the whistle
began he went out. Of course, the bottom came
off the kettle, but it cost little to solder it on
/again, and after two or three solderings the
lady took the hint.

BETHLEHEM'S CHIEF INDUSTRY
• The chief industry today of the town oi
Bethlehem, in Palestine, is the manufacturin,11
of articles of religious devotion and ornamenti
from mother-of-pearl. The methods and tool!
used are mostly quite primitive in character, ai
are ·a lso the buildings in which the workmeII
carry on their trade. The principal products arE
carved shells on which religious scenes are de·
picted, beads and rosaries. The material knoWJl
as "pearl waste," from which the two latte1
products are made, is very largely imported from
the United States, and the American market alsc
is the largest purchaser of these goods. The
large carved shells are sold mostly to touristE
in Jerusalem and Bethlehem, and since the demand for them is not so good as for beads and
a higher grade of workmanship is required to
produce them, this side of the industry is losing
ground to the manufacturer of beads.

••
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LAUGHS
"Say, do you know why that automobile does
not run?" "No: Why?" "Because its wheels ·are
tired."
Discontent'ed . wife--Several of the men whom
I refused when I married you are richer than Y.PU
are now. Husband-That's why.
"Tommy, mother has letters to write. Won't
you please be quiet?" "Yes, muvver, if you'll give
me my drum to play with."
Mother-What's little sister crying for? Willie
-She dug a hole in the yard, and she's cryin'
'cause she can't take it into the house with her.
T)le teacher was asking questions. She said:
"Now, pupils, how many months have twentyeight days?" "All of them, teacher," replied the
boy. in the front seat.
Wife--! noticed your coat on the hall stand this
morning is cove-red with mud. Husband-Yes, it
dropped into the gutter as I was coming home l_ast
night. Wife-And were you in it?
Weary traveler (at railway station on a north:
country line)-Is there a cemetery here? Porter
-No, sir. Weary traveler-Then where do you
bury people who die when waiting for trains?
"Father, I had a fight with Percy Raymond today." "I know you did," replied the father, soberly. "Mr. Raymond came to see me about it."
"Well," said the son, "I hope you came out as
well as I did."
"Herbert," said !he school-teacher, turning to a
bright youngster,' can you tell me what lightning
is?" "Yes, ma'am," was the rea'ciy reply of the
boy. "Lightning is streaks of electricity." "Well,
that may pass!" said the teacher, encouragingly.
"Now tell me why it is that lightning never
strikes twice in the same place." "Because," answered Herbert, "after it hits once the same place
ain't there any more "

•
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tune with the detective's ward, and I've no call
for any more of this work," said Whitting.
"That's so; but you like the cold dollars, and
you'll need some of them before your wedding
day," said Whittaker.
"True," resented Whitting.
"Are you sure Katholina is dead?" suddenly
a~ked Bolter.
Mildred Montroy was an orphan.
"Yes. Did we not have Viva's word for that
I had known her mother and father well, and
before we left Europe? But why do you ask?"
st the death of the latter I was appointed Mil- . said
·
Whitting. ·
dred's guardian.
"I could almost swear I saw the face of KathoShe was, by the consent of her parents, en·
gaged to one Wilbur Whitting, a promising young lina look out of the window of a carriage that
man, also an orphan, who was completing his edu- passed me today. She is a revengeful woman
and if she should yet be living, she may seek ~
cation in Europe. ·
When Mildred was twenty-one they we1·e to be block your little game."
"I tell you she is dead," said Whitting.
married.
With this they passed on, and I heard no more.
I was at this time established as a private deThey took their way to a private residence on
tective in New York City.
Three months before the day set for Mildred's East Thirty-first Street.
I crept along on the opposite side of the street.
wedding Wilbur Whitting returned home from
Glancing up at the number of the house in
Europe.
I had never seen him before, and I must confess front of which I had taken my stand, I saw the
that, while he was a handsome fellow, there was number, and consequently knew what the number
something in his bold and crafty glance that filled of the house of the criminals had h~lted before
must be.
me with a va,g ue and undefined distrust.
The house was that of a wealthy friend of mine.
O'ne night I was standing in the lobby of the
The burglars began to work at the lock.
Hoffman House, when I saw Wilbur Whitting
It would never do to let them enter the house.
and two other young men enter the barroom.
I crossed the street and blew a shrill ,whistle.
I knew the companions of young Whitting.
I was aware that I could not arrest three perOne was Jerry Bolter, an ex-convict, and the
·
other the notorious Smith Whittaker, the "saf~ sons alone.
. Instantly_the burglars rushed from the homie.
blower," or "Prince of the Gopher Men," as his
I croud1.ed down close beside the fence.
associates called him.
They passed me, but the affianced of Mildred,
I sauntered into the gilded saloon after the two
who came last, saw me.
young men and my ward's affianced.
As they stood drinking at the ba1·, a few words
Quick as thought he whipped out a knife and
,
.
of· their conversation came to my ears quite dis- made a leap at me.
tinctly.
My revolver cracked, and a bullet went crash"Tonight at eleven. Red Mike's place in the ing through the hand that grasped the knife.
·,
Then I dashed away.
Bowery," said Whittaker.
Next day I met Mildred in the library.
"All right; I'll be there," answered Wilbur
Whitting.
'.'Mildred," I . said, "something troubles you.
With this they separated.
Will you not trust me by telling me what it is?
I kept the two criminals. under surveillance Remembe1·, my child, I have your best good at
until they entered a disrep!ltable dive saloon in heart. I would fill to you the place as a father."
the lower part of the Bowery. ·
"How shall I begin?" she !:aid, after a moment
· When, at the appointed time, Wilbur Whitting or so of silence. "Let me see," she went on.
arived at the olace and entered it I did the same. "From the first dav of Wilbur's return he puzzled
It chanced tnat I had been in disguise when I me. There wa:;; something about him unlike the
~aw my ward's affianced and his criminal asso- Wilbur I had promised to many. Do you believe
he could have changed in his nature, or could
ciate enter the barroom in the Hoffman House.
I wore the same costume now, and so I feared have forgotten many little things that occurred
before he went to Europe?"
no recognition.
Wilbur Whitting passed straight through the
"I hardly think so," I answered. ,......
barroom and entered a room at its rear, wl1ich
"The more I have thought of this the more
the barkeeper unlocked for him and then re- troubled I have become, and now, at last, I have
.
locked when he ha-d entered.
a:rrivea at the startling conclusion that Wilbur
I caught sight of Bolter and Smith Whittaker Whitting is not the Wilbur Whitting to wh·om I
irt the rear room.
was engaged before he left for Europe!,. ·
I lounged about the saloon as long as I dared, ·
The time to tell her of the discoveries I had
without exposing myself to suspicion, for the made regarding the character of Wilbur Whitplace was a resort of criminals, who are very ting had come, and I was glad that our conver•
Quick to spot a "fly cop," as they call the detec- sation had led to that point.
tives.
I -told Mildred all.
Finally I passed out to the street.
She was startled.
Not twenty minutes later three men came out.
A terribfo possibility had occurred to nie.
They were in disguise, but their voices betrayed
I believed now .that the man whom we had relhem to me.
ceived· as Wilbur Whitting was an impostor, and
"I don't know, boys, as I ougpt to run the risk the question arose: What had become of the real
of &3tection by taking a hand in the work you Wilbur Whitting?-granting that my su spicion
ha.vo bid out for tonight, for I'm sure of a for- was correct.

Denounced On His Wedding Eve.
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Undoubtedly he was the victim of foul play.
That very day I arrested Bolter.
I had proof enough of his complicity in a
daring robbery, recently committed, . to send him
"up the river" for ten years.
I meant to use him to help ferret out the mystery of Wilbur Whitting.
Alone with the burglar in liis cell, I said:
"If you will help me in a certain matter, I'll
fix it so you can turn State's evidence and get
clear."
"Done," said Bolter.
This was not a case of honor among thieves.
"Do you know a woman called Katholina ?"
"Yes."
"Do you think she is in the city?"
"I do."
"Describe her to me."
He did so.
"Now tell me who this woman really is."
"You won't give me away as your informant?"
."No, I will not."
"Very well; the woman is really the wife of
Wilbur Whitting."
"ls Wilbur Whitting his real name?"
"There you have me. That's what he. called
himself when I met him in Paris. He told me he
meant to get rid of his wife so as to marry a girl
in New York, who was an heiress. He thmks his
wife, Katholina, is dead, for he hired an assassin
of the Barriers to put her out of the way before
he left Paris."
This was all Bolter could tell me.
It was the dav before the night set for Mildred's marriage, when at last I met the· woman I
had searched for so long face to face on ·Broadway.
·
"Katholina," I said.
She turned quickly and said in English, with a
marked French accent:
"You call my name. Who are you?"
"A friend. I can help you find your husband,"
I replied.
The lady was greatly agitated, but she took
my arm, and I conducted her to my oftice, where
she told me that her husband was an American,
whom she had married in Paris· two years previous.
She Wl'IS poor but beautiful, and her husband
soon tired of her and ill-treated her.
A few months before she had been assaulted
and stabbed while returning from a cafe to her
room alone.
The assassin left her for dead, but she was
taken to the hospital, and finally recovered.
When she left the hospital she could for a long
time find no trace of her husband, whose name
was Leslie Burton, but at last she learned he had
sailed for New York.
After the facts came to her knowledge, through
the confession of the assassin who had attempted
her murder, that convinced her Leslie Burton had
plotted her death, and gone to America to ·m;irry
another.
Katholina had never heard the name of Wilbur
,Whitting.
As she concluded the narrative, the substance
of which we have given, I heard Wilbur Whitt{ng's step on the stairs, and I placed Katholina
behind a screen, telling her that I believed her
h,usband was coming, but that she must not on
any account betray herself,
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We conversed for a while on unimportant
topjcs, and then he left.
Katholina rushed forth.
"It is he, my faithless husband, upon whom I
would be revenged," she said.
"You shall be," I said.
Then we arranged a surprise for the false Wilbur Whitting.
.
Th'.1-t nigh:t, jus~ before the time for Whitting's
marriage with MIidred came, he was alone with
the woman whom he meant to betray.
Suddenly the door opened, and Katholina appeared in full evening dress, as if she had come to
the house as one of the wedding guests.
.
"Leslie Burton, I denounce you as an impostor!" she cried.
"What means this? I am _an honest man!"
cried Burton.
·
"~ou lie. The wo:und in your hand which you
-received from my pistol proves you are a criminal," I cried.
.
"Curses on you I" gritted the foiled villain, and
he felt for a pistol.
Quick as a flash I "covered" him and at a signal from me one of my assistants 'darted into the
room and handcuffed him.
.
At that moment there came a surprise for me.
A young man, so like Burton that · you could
hardly tell · the difference between them, rushed
into the room.
"I am Wilbur Whitting!" he cried.
Mildred sprang into his arms.
He told how he had made the acquaintance of ,
Burton in Italy, where he had soon after been
kidnapped by brigands, as he now believed at
Burton's instigation.
'
Whitting had made his escape from the
brigands, and at once set out for home.
His arrival was timely, and Mildred became
his wife that very night.

••
SOMETHING ABOUT UMBRELLAS
Nearly every one of our young people has
spent some time speculating as to how an umbrella is made. The way umbrellas are made is
of considerable interest. The ribs and stems are
generally turned out by factories making a
speciality cf them, an<l are sent thence to the
r eal manufacturer. Here, first, the man whose
work it is to a ssemble the parts inserts a bit
of wire into the small holes at the end of the
ribs, draws them together about the main rod,
and puts on the ferrule. In cutting the cloth
75 thicknesses, or thereabouts are arranged upon
a table, at which skilled operators work. In another room are girls who operate hemming machines. A thousand yards of hemmed goods is
but a day's work for one of these girls. The
machines at which they work have a speed of
some three thousand revolutions a minute. Tho
next operation- is the sewing of the trianguli1r
pieces. together by machinery. The covers and
frames ,are now ready to be brought together.
In all, there are twenty-one places where the
cover is to be attached to the frame in the
average umbrella: The handle is next glued on,
and the umbrella is ready for pressing and in•
spection.
,
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ITEMS OF , INTEREST
.
INDIA'S HOLI .FESTIVAL
At the time of the vernal eqitlnox, on the night
/Jf the full moon, the popular Holi Festival is
celebrated by the Hindus of India. The ceremonies, _lasting for three days, are derived from
~he ancient Spring festival. This festival, origmall~ · a solemn religious rite, has degenerated
·and is now known as the Saturnalia of India.
Bonfires are lit around the temples and sacrifices
are made to the gods. Red powder called kunkuma is thrown ·a bout, as Occidentals throw confetti, and the clothing of the people become covered with it.

treatment. The first dollars bearing the motto
"In God We Trust" were .coined in April 1864
and . in '1873 the era of the trade dollar 'began:
Jastmg Just fiv~ years. The liberty dolla r made
its app~arance m 1918. Miss Anne W. Williams,
a public s~hool teacher of Philadelphia, sat for
the portrait.

CEMETERY YIELDS TOMBSTONES OF
COLONIAL DAYS
Fifty tombstones, bearing the names of New
York's prominent families of Revolutionary days
have just been discovered in an abandoned cor~
ner of Evergreen Cemetery, Brook!~ according
ElrEPHANTS THAT BURN
Harold S. Fitz Randolph, of the 'New York
Mixed metaphors are not by any means un- to
and Biographical Society.
common. Some times they are merely inept; oc- Genealogical
The tombstones, lost since they were removed
casionally they are ludicrous. In England the from
the down-town graveyards of the old Presother day the Salford City Council emitted a byterian
Brick Church in 1856 and 1865, were disgem.
covered by Mr. Randolph quite by accident during
The question under municipal debate was his
genealogical researches a few days ago. Mr.
whether Salford· wanted to have an exhibition Randolph,
the stones lying flat in a field
hall. There ,seems to have been considerable and coveredfinding
by _three inches of sod and moss, ditl
difference of opinion. Said one speaker.
cleaned the inscriptions
"I do not want the Council to .get their fingers not suspect until he had one
of the most valuable
that he had stumbled on
burnt wi\h a white elephant!"
genealogical discoveries of recent years.
As soon as he had read the inscriptions, howFOSSIL TREE TRUNKS PRESERVE BUDS
ever, he realized that these were the stones from
An extensive fossil-plant bed in a picturesque the graveyard of the old First Presbyterian
part of the Black Hills Rim in South Dakota Church, founded in 1768 and known from 1776
is known as the Fossil Cycad National Monument. t'? 1856 as "the Brick Church." This church, a
The·: cycads were of a tree-fern type and the rival of the famous Old Trinity, was built in the
fossil tree trunks first attracted attention about little square formed by Park Row Nassau Street .,
thirty years ago. Later investigations and dis- and Beekman Street in 1767, two 'years after the
coveries have revealed the fact that these trunks, old St. Paul's, which still stands.
millions of years ago in the age when egg-laying·
At that time Trinity Church, rep r esenting the
monsters were still extant, actually bor e flowers. Church of England, was still dominant, and i~
While no fully opened fossil flowers have been state-influenced laws forbade the administration
found, many of the trunks contain expanded · buds of large charitable bequests in favor of the Presand, in still other instances, fruits that had be- byterians. In 1784, however, following the freegun to mature before fossilization began. It is dom of the Colonies, the Brick Church came into
believed that the open flowers were so delicate its own and grew rapidly. Among its members
in structure that they wilted and were destroyed · were many of the leader s of the old New York.
before fossilization could preserve them. The
In 1856 the pressure of the financial district
flowering must have been profuse, as some of made it necessary for the Br ick Church to move ·
the trunks •preserved show nearly 500 buds.uptown, and in the confusion a ttending this .re·
N. Y. Times.
moval the old tombstones were carted out to .Evergreen and apparently forgotten. When Mr. RanABOUT THE SIL VER DOLLAR
dolph discovered the stones, which make one of
The silver dollar has undergone many changes the most important ch apters in the genealogy c,f
since it was put in circulation in 1794. On the New York City, he immediately reported the disface of the first dollar there was stamped the covery to the Rev. William P. Merrill, pastor of
head of a young woman, turned to right and the Brick Presbyterian Church at Fifth Avenue
with hair flowing as if she was in a gale of and Thirty-seventh Str eet.
Mr. Merrill and Alfred E. Marling, president
wind; but, in 1796, Congress came to her relief
and ordered her hair _to be tied up with a bit of the board of trustees, said that the history of
of ribbon. The fifteen stars, which appeared the lost tombstones was a mystery to all members
on the first dollar, were after this reduced to and officers of the present church and promised to
the original thirteen, in recognition of the mun- take immediate steps to have the tombstones at
her of states. In 1836 the design was again Evergreens cleaned of their covering of moss and
changed and the dollar bore the figure of a properly set.
The stones already cleaned by Mr. Randolph
The
woman dressed in a flowing garment.
designer forgot, however, to put in the thirteen show such well known New York names as Barstars, and the coin was discarded, the new de- lett, Berrier, Bird, Bowman, Butler, Carney, Carsign having the woman surrounded by stars. Her ter, Cummings, Del, Noce, Du Bois, Folger,
Frazer, Fulton, Gorham, Grant, Greenleaf, Har-,
air was defiant and stiff-looking, and, in 1888
dollars were issued which were more artistic id rison, Lane, Lethbridge, Neal, Prince and Rhodes.,
I
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TIMELY TOPICS
•

WHITE HOUSE RACCOON LEADS 2-HOUR show-spot of the town as the home of one o1
CHASE
America 's greatest lawyers, George Wythe, a
Rebecca, pet raccoon of President Coolidge, signer of the Declaration of Independence and a
slipped away recently and for two hours played leader in the affairs of the Colony and of the
hide and seek with White House · serva nt'>, who infant Republic. George Wythe, when a member
finally-caught her in a tree in an adjoining yard.
of the House of Burgesses, headed the committee
The raccoon, quite a favorite with the President, .to remonstrate to King George III and the houseE
seemed to take considerable delight in leading the of Par~iament against the prnposed Stamp act.
searchers from hee to tree before she finally conSo ·.p lamspoken and so forceful was he in his
sented, quite peacefully, to being returned to her petition that the papers had to be toned down behome on top .of a stump in the rear of the temfore•they could be used. He was one of the party
porary White House.
that raided Governor Dunmore's home for muni' tio_n s, and he was among the first to volunteer
-for army Service; but America needed his brain
INSTRUMENT S OF THE JAPANESE
Japanese girls of the upper and middle classes rather than his sword.
learn to play the "koto," while those in the lowei· · George Wythe served in Congress while· the
orders usually learn the·· "samisen." The "koto"
Revolution was going on. He helped to frame
is a narrow horizontal instrument about . five the ·eonstittltion and was a member of the Virfeet long with a sounding board upon which are ginia Convention that ratified it. He helped to
stretched strings supported by ivory bridges. It revise the statutes of Virginia and to prepare her
is played by means of ivory finger tips. The 'f or t_ransition from a Colony to a State. He
player sits before the instrument on the floor _al-se . devised Virginia's seal, showing virtue
in the ordinary posture, and when she touch•is
tramping vice under foot, with the motto: "Sic
the strings she often sings a soft accompaniment,
Sem_p_er Tyrannis."
,
The "samisen" is a kind of banjo and is often · For thirty-five years George Wythe · was at
played during theatrical performances and reci- the head of the bar of Virginia. He held the
tations. It gives forth dull and monotonous first chair · of law in America, at William and
tones.
Mary College, Williamsburgh. Thomas Jefferson
and John Marshall were among his students. He
was Chancellor of Virginia for many years, and
EXPECTS FLOOD SESSION
it was in his court that Henry Clay, as a clerk,•
United States Senator Royal S. Copeland, addressing the New York branch of the Loyal came under hi$\ influence, Wythe directing Clay's
reading.
·
Knights of the Round Table, a non-partisan orChancellor Wythe was known for his sweet
ganization, at the Hotel Astor admitted he was a
bit disappointed because •president Coolidge had temper, 'his benevolence and his simplicity of
not called a special session of Congress to consider character. In later life he freed all his slaves
and provided the means for their subsistence.
relief measures for the Mississippi flood.
Profe-ssionally, he was known for his legal learn. Dr. Copeland said, however, that h e understood
ing his ability and his integrity. He would never
the President was about to reconsider and issue
the special session call. He said he had offered his argue a case in which he did not believe, and
he had the "ourage to be the first judge to
-whole-hearted support to Mr. Coolidge in such a
decde, in spire of adverse popular clamor, that
plan.
British claims for debts contracted by Americam
Senator Copeland also said that Thomas Jefferson had caused to be carved on his tombstone the before the war were recoverable.
three greatest achievements of his political life.
Wythe's home in Williamsburgh was left to
These were his ~ontributions to the Declaration of him by his father-in-law, Richard Taliaferro, whc
Independe:nce, the cause of religious freedom and
built it in 1760. It was a brick residence of two
the establishment of the University of Virginia.
stories an<;! a small front porch, its walls hung
"And of these," said Senator Copeland, "the with ivy and Virginia creeper and surrounded
cause of religious freedom is the greatest."
with a tangled garden. Interest has long been
drawn to it on account of the personality and
VIRGINIA MANSION TO BE RESTORED
achievements of its distinguished master and also
The movement to restore the historic old homes
as a result of the stories that ,have been inspired
of Virginia numbers among its latest subjects beneath it roof.
the long-neglected Wythe house of Williamburgh,
It has been the sport of skeptics to sleep in·
the old Colonial capital. The romantic spot of George ·Wythe's bedchamber on the night of June
Palace Green recently became the property· of 8; but none, it is said, has ever been willing to
Bruton Parish Church, next door, said to be repeat the experience. Wythe died a violent
.America's oldest church.
· ,.,..
death from poisoning, for which his nephew wa~
With the aid of the Colonial Dames ofltmer- tried and acquitted. Although this happened in
ica and of other contributors the church has had Richmond, his ghost is said to have transferred
the house r edecorated in the style of the Queen its operations to Williamsburgh; for it is the
t Anne-Sir Christopher W1·en period and furnished
closet door of Wythe's chamber there that fa
with handsome Colonial relics. Part .of the house said to blow open violently at the hour of "hi~
will be reserved for the uses of the parish; the death, letting in a gust of chill wind. A ghostlj
rest. as a public museum.
hand is said to clasp the brow of anybody ocEven in its decaying state the house was a
cupying the bed.-N. Y. Tirne,
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- Latest Issues !238 Young Wild West and the Silent Six; or,
Arietta's Round-Up in a Cave.
1239 Young Wild West and "Broken Bow"; or,
The Siege of the Settlers.
1240 Young Wild West Gathering Gold; or, Arietta'!.' Wonderful Find.
1241 Young Wild West Showing His Skill; or,
The Shoot-Up at "Show-Dow n."
1242 Young Wild West Among the Apaches; or,
Arietta and the Death Pit.
1243 Young Wild West and the Governmen t Detective; or, Tracking a Tricky Thief.
1244 Young Wild West Caught on the Cliffs; or,
Arietta's Desperate Climb.
1245 Young Wild West and the Ranchman' s Boy;
or, The Sheep Herder's Revenge.
1246 Young Wild West and the Rival Outfits; or,
Arietta's Fight on the Cattle Range.
1247 Young Wild West with the Cavalry; or, The
Fight at Bear Pass.
1248 Young Wild West Finding a Fortune; or,
Arietta and the Flooded Claim.
1249 Young Wild West and the Mexican R·aiders;
or, Exposing a Cattle King.
1250 Young Wild West and the Dynamite Fiends;
or, Arietta and the Avengers.
1251 Young Wild West and the Tenderfoot 's
Legacy; or, Baffling the Claim Jumpers.
1252 Young Wild West Helping the Sheriff; or,
Arietta and the Express Thieves.
1253 Young Wild West and the Phantom Canoe;
or, Solving a Strange Mystery.
1254 Young Wild West's Square Deal; or, Arietta
and the Rustler's Daughter.
1255 Young Wild We:.it Stopping a "Ghost Dance";
or, The Charge of the Gallant 6th.
1256 Young Wild West and the Mad ~iner; or,
Arietta and the Secret of the Chffs.
1257 Young Wild West and "Gold Dust Bill"; or,
The Man with the Yellow Streak.
1258 Young Wild We:::t and the Death Brand; or,
Arietta's Great Risk.
1259 Young Wild West's Pawnee Pursuit; or, The
White Flower cf the Redskins.
1260 Young Wild West and the Mexican ManTrap; or, Arjetta in the R_o bber's Den.
1261 Young Wild West's Lively Lariat; or, Roping the Rustlers.
1262 Young Wild West's Duel with a Dozen; or,
Arietta's only Chance.
1263 Young Wild West Trailing a Treasure; or,
Outwitting the Road Agents.

.

1264 Young Wild West Ruling a Ranch· or, Ari'
etta and the Cow Girls.
1265 Young Wild West's Straight Shot· or Cor'
'
nered in a Chasm.
1266 Young Wild West's Mexican Mine· or Ari:
'
. '
etta Breaking a Siege.
Winor,
Trail;
Hottest
West's
Wild
1267 Young
ning a Big Reward.
1268 Young Wild West Tracking a Horse Thief·
'
or, Arietta and the Wild Girl.
1269 Young Wild West's Apache Friend· or The
' '
Hidden Gold of the Pecos.
1270 Young Wild West's Three Shots; or, Arietta
and the Rattlesnak e.
1271 Young Wild West and the Sky Pilot; or, The
Ropers of "Rough and Ready" Ranch.
1272 Young Wild West's Lucky Drop; or, Arietta
and the Outlaws.
1273 Young Wild West's Show; or, Caught in the
European War.
1274 Young Wild West and the Kaiser· or, The
'
Big Show in Berlin.
1275 You::ig Wild West Under Fire; or, Skirmishing on the French Frontier.
1276 Young Wild West Helping the Red Cross•
'
or, The Crown Pr ince's Gr atitude.
1277 Young Wild West and the Servians ; or, The
Shot that Saved a General.
1278 Young Wild West's Neutrality ; or, Accused
by Germans and. Allies.
127D Y oung Wild West and the French Spy· or
'
The Honor of an American. .
1280 Young Wild West at the Forts; or, Outwitting a Russian Captain.
12Rl Young Wild West and the Sharpshoo ters;
er, Ar ietta and the Hindoos.
1282 Young Wild vYest at the Flooded Trenches;
or, Saving a Belgian Town.
1283 Young Wild West Along the Yser; or, Ari• etta's Wonderful Shot.
1284 Young Wild West and General Von Kluck;
or, The Treasure of the Ruins.
1285 Young Wild West's Luck; or, Striking It
Rich at the Hills.
1286 Young Wild West's Victory; or, The Road
Agents' Last Hold-Up.
1287 Young Wild West's Pluck; or, Bound to
Beat the "Bad" Men.
Wild West's Best Shot; or The ResYoung
12.88
cue of Arietta.
1289 ~...-ro.ng Wild West at Devil Creek; or, Help-~.mg to Boom a New Town.
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For sale by all newsdealer s, or will be sent to any address on receipt of price, Be. per copy,
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